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ABSTP_CT
The Profile Measuring Device (P_ID) was developed at the George C _!arshall
Space Flight Center following the loss of the Space Shuttle Cha[len_e_ l_ i-
a rotating gauge u_ed to measure the absolute diameters of mati_g ft._,_ures of
redesigned Solid Rocket Motor (SRM) field joints Diameter toie_-ar_ces o[
these features are typically +0.005 inches and it is required that the PPD
absolute measurement uncertainty be within this tolerance. In this a_aivsis
we find the absolute accuracy of these measurements to be _+0.00375 i_ches,
worst case, with a potential accuracy of +0.0021 inches achievable by improved
temperature control.
/
iii
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I. INTRODUCTION
In this document we present error estimates for the absolute accuracy
of part diameters measured with the Profile Measuring Dev,lce (PFIDI,
developed at the Marshall Space Flight Center (MSFC). The PMD is used
to measure the relevant geometry of the mating surfaces of the Space
Shuttle Solid Rocket Motors (SRMs). This analysis applies specifically
to PMD Serial Numbers 002 and 003, which are mechanically more robust
versions of the prototype S/N 001 and which employ an absolute radius
mastering fixture of simple geometry. A sketch of the PMD system is
shown in Figure I.
As will be shown, the uncertainties in absolute dimensions determined by
the PMD are strongly coupled to the various thermal environments
encountered during the calibration and part measurement processes. Bv
international agreement the dimensions of mechanical objects are those
which exist at a uniform temperature of 68°F (20°C) Ideally, all
precision dimensional metrology should be performed at this temperature
When this is not possible, for reasons of convenience and/or cost, there
is a price to be paid in measurement uncertainty. At some poi_ut.
thermal errors will equal or exceed the entire working tolerance of the
part being measured. When this occurs, the only logical choices are to
improve the thermal environment or to relax the working tolerancec.
As a guide to understanding the effects of temperature .,ariations in
dimensional metrology, we include as Appendix A a copy of ANSI StaE_.d.-_rd
B89.6.2-]973, "Temperature and Humidity Environment for Dimensio_la 1
Measurement. "
2. TECHNICAI_ APPROAC__H
We have divided the PMD error analysis into a sequence of steps ba_ed
upon the way the device is used in practice. A typical part measuremev, t
cycle proceeds as follows:
1 ) CALIBRATION
The absolute radius of the PMD radial arm is determined I_:
comparison with a wavelength-compensated laser interfero,n_tor
system. This mastering is performed for each of the
interchangeable measuring tips and occurs in sc.a:o
approximate].y known _et of environmental conditions. I_
particular, the average temperature of the radial arm d_-riu_',
calibration is estimated to be Tac, based upon measurement at
one radial location.
2 ) MEASUREMENT
SRM tang and/or clevis features are measuced. DuL'ing this
process, the PMD tips are changed in order to access all of
the relevant features. These measurements are performed in
1
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some (generally different) set of approximately known
enviror,_ental conditions. _e p_LL LemperaLure is measured at
four circumferential locations, and the average part
temperature is assigned an estimated value of TpM. The
average temperature of the radial arm is estimated to be TAM,
based upon measurement at one radial location. The difference
T,M-TAc iS used to correct the radial data for thermal
expansion of the radial arm.
3) ANALYSIS
The measured set of polar coordinate data pairs (r_, 81) is
reduced by a software analysis routine to yield the part
dimensions of interest. __he routine proceeds by first
removing the PMD centering error using a least-squares fit to
a circle. Then, the feature perimeter is estimated by summing
the chords connecting adjacent points and multiplying the sum
by a constant. This constant (1.000012693) is the ratio of
the circumference of a circle to the perimeter of a 360-sided
inscribed polygon. Finally, the feature diameter is
calculated by dividing the perimeter by z.
4) EXTRAPOLATION TO 68°F
Part feature dimensions are extrapolated to 68°F using a
thermal expansion calculation and the temperature difference
TpM-68°F.
An examination of this measurement sequence suggests a way to
decompose the PMD error analysis into a set of plau-ihly
uncorrelated components which can be individually estimated
and then combined in quadrature. We have chosen the following
error components:
I) CAL!BRAT_ON ERROR
Error associated with the mastering process.
Diameter error = ADcA e.
2) MECIiANICA_ ERROR
Error contribution from the geometry and moving
elements of the PMD.
Diameter error = &DMEcH.
3) THERMAL ERROR
Errors in thermal expansion calculations.
Diameter error = &DTBER ..
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I4) _%EIE6KI__AIQ_
Erro, introduced in th_ analysis algorithms.
Diameter error = ADs0rr.
In estimating the contributions to the total PMD measurement
error f_om the individual error sources, we are guided by the
work of R.R. Donaldson, who first developed a systematic
approach to error budgeting for precision machines (see
Appendix B).
The first step involves estimating the peak-to-valley (PV)
error amplitudes associated with each individual error source.
In some instances this can be done by a reasonably
straightforward calculation. In most cases, however, these
error amplitudes are plausible estimates guided by experience
and by comparison with the known behavior of other precision
machines. The most important requirement in this process is
to analyze the system at a sufficient level of detail so that
potentially significant sources of error are not inadvertently
omitted.
Once the error amplitudes are assigned, they must be combined
to yield a composite error using a combinatorial rule. There
is no kno_n rigorously correct way to do this for mechanical
systems since the detailed contributions and correlations of
the individual errors are not known a priori. A worst-case
estimate can be arrived at by simply adding all PV amplitudes
together, but this is conservative in the extreme since it is
highly unlikely that all sources of error will be
simultaneously at a maximum and in the same direction.
Another method of error combination, as suggested by
Donaldson, is to compute a total RMS errcr from individual RMS
contributions according to:
RNSTo_^ L = (RMS_) 2 (1
i=l __
where the relati.,l-
PV, = K _ RMS i (2
relates the RMS amplitudes to the corresponding PV values.
The .:onstant K depends upon the probability distribution of
the individual errors which, again, is not generally known. A
reasonably conservative approach is to use a uniform
distribution of the individual errors, in which case
4
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K = 2J3 = 3.46 and Equation (!) becomes
P_STOTAL 2J3 (PV_)2 (3)
Because Equation (3) neglects any possible error correlations,
there will be a tendency to underestimate the total error.
In light of these observations, we have adopted an approach
whic_ has recently been used in the Precision Engineering
Program at Lawrence L_vermore National Laboratory in the
design error budget for a new, high-accuracy measuring machine
for the Department of Energy. Here, we estimate the composite
error by averaging the (over-coT,_ervative) sum of PV errors
and the (under-conservative) RMS result:
AD = -- RMSTOT^ n + PVror^ L (4)
2
where
PVToT^ t = > PV (5)
i=l
Lacking any more rigorous theoretical guidance, we believe
that this approach will yield a plausible estimate of PMD
absolute accuracy.
I
The estimated diameter errors are then calculated for each of
the four error components: calibration, mechanical, thermal, _
and software. S_nce we believe these components to be
uncorrelated, the estimated system error is then calculated by
quadrature:
%
= _ )2 + ( )2_ _6)
ADToTAL ADc^L )2 + (ADMEc_) 2 + (ADTHER H ADsoFT
Equation (6) represents the central result of our estimation
procedure. We now proceed to develop the detailed error
components.
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3. CALIBRATION ERROR
_e absolute radius of the PMD is determined using a caiibra=ion fixLufe
consisting of a laser interferometer system and a precision inspection
block. The vacuum wavelength of the laser is measured by the
manufacturer by frequency comparison with an iodine-stabillzed He-Ne
laser. The latter is an internationally recognized transfer standard of
length which realizes the definition of the meter with an uncertainty of
approximately i part in 10I°
Measurement errors associated with the calibration process consist of
interferometer errors and mechanical errors. Interferometer error_ are
length-dependent and are calculated assuming a nominal measured
displacement of 14A inches.
The vacuum wavelength of the metrology laser is know_, by frequency
comparison, to 1 part in 10_ or better rdisplacement uncertainty = 0.i
parts per million (ppm) I. It is necessary to correct the vacuum
waveleng£h for the refractive index of air during calibration. Thi_
correction is primarily determined by air pressure, temperature, and
relative humidity. Based upon witnessed calibrations and an examination
of the methods used to determine the environmental variables, we
estimate the following systematic errors: (a) pressure uncertainty =
0.I in Hg; (b) temperature uncertainty = 2°F; (c) humidity
uncertainty = 10% Pd_. The respective error contributions are 1 ppm
(pressure), I ppm (temperature), and 0.I ppm (humidity).
The refractive index of air is a3._,oaffected by changes in composition,
particularly _hose due to carbon dioxide and organic solvents. We
conservatively estimate an error of I ppm associated with composition
uncertainty in the current calibration environment at Clearfield.
If the metrology laser beam is not aligned with the axis of travel of
the calibration fixture slider, the measured travel will be too small by
an amount proportional to the cosine of the angular misalignment. The
resultant error is called cosine error. By ca: _ful alignment, cosine
error can be made as small as desired. A worst-case estimate for the
PMD calibration fixture, corresponding to 1/16 inch beam o[fset in iAa
inches of travel results in 0.I ppm cosine error
We now turn to calibration-related mechanical errors, beginning with the
PMD rotation axis. The radi%l arm is mounted to a central shaft guided
by a pair of annular contact bearings. The two bearings are pre-loaded
and separated by approximately 4 inches Any radial motion, or
"runout," of this bearing system will cause a one-for-one error in
radius calibration. We have estimated thls radial error motion to be 20
mlcroinches PV, which is the range of errors observed in precision
machine spindles using ball bearings. The worst ca_e diameter error is
then 40 microinches.
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If the radial errors of the spindle bearings are not in phase, then
there will be a tilt error moticn inversely proportional to the bearing
separation. Assuming a 20 microinch radia] motion for each bearing and
a 4 inch separation yields a till mution of I_ micror=di=e= or abe,at 2
arc-seconds. The actual radial error at the measuring tip depends upon
the axial o_fset of the tip from the center of rotation of the bearing
system. Taking 6 inches as a typical offset yields a radial error due
to tilt motion of 6 inches x I0 mi_ro_nches/inch = 60 microinche_, or a
diameter error of 120 microinches.
We estimate a diametral error of 40 microinches due to radial motion and
_hape error of the measuring t_, contact bearing. Length calibration
data for the inspection block, according to MSFC personnel, show a
length uncertainty of -0/+200 micro_nches. We assume a least-count
error in reading the digital linear gauge at each end of the calibration
process, yielding a diameter error of 200 microinches.
In this analysis we have assumed that the horizontal and vertical ball
slides at the end of the PMD radial arm are in the same locations at
each end of travel in the calibration process. Should this not be the
case, errors contributed by these slides would have to be included in
the calibration error budget. These errors are discussed in the section
on mechanical errors.
We have also assumed negligible error due to lack of squareness between
the spindle rotation axis and the line of motion of the calibration
fixt,Lre slider. The fixture is carefully adjusted during calibration so
that the tip contacts the inspection block at the same height at both
ends of _ravel. if these heights were to differ by 0.05 inches, the
resultant diameter error would be about I0 micr_inches.
Finally, we assume here that the tip contact forces during calibration
are negligibly different from those encountered during part measurement,
so that tip deflections are constant and are included in the values of
the calibrated radii.
The PMD measuring tips are bolted into place, with no attempt _o make
their locations kinematically determinate. Furthermore, we are not
aware of any torque specifications in the tip mounting procedures. We
estimate that each tip can be removed and re-mounted with a radial
uncertainty of i00 microinches, leading to a diameter error of 200
• microinches.
The calibration error budget is shown in Table i. Combining the
individual errors accordinz to Equation (4) yields ADcA L = ±702
microinches.
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TABLE 1.
CALIBRATION ERROR BUDGET
Peak-to-Valley
Error Source Diameter Error
(microinches)
I. Laser !nterferometer
a. Vacuum Wavelength (0.I ppm) 14.4
b. Pressure Error (I ppm) 144.0
c. Temperature Error (I ppm) 144.0
d. Humidity Error (0.I ppm) 14.4
e. Air Composition (i ppm) 144.0
f. Cosine Error (0.I ppm) 14.4
2. MeGhanical Factors
a. Spindle radial motion 40.0
b. Spindle tilt motion 120.0
c. Tip bearing errors 40.0
d. Tip mounting repeatability 200.0
e. Inspection block calibration 200.0
f. Linear gauge least count 200.0
PVToT^L = 1275 _in. RMSToTA L (Eq. 3) = 129 _in.
ADcAL = ±702 _in. 1
]
8
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The mechanical error budget includes those error components associated
with the geometry and moving elements of the PMD. Spindle errors, tip
bearing errors, and tip mounting repeatability have been discussed in
the context of calibration errors and they also contribute to errors
during measurement.
Radlal deviations are measured using a digital linear gauge with
I00 microlnch resolution. Specifications provided by MSFC do not state
the accuracy of this gauge, but experience with similar devlces at the
Natlonal Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST) suggests an
absolute accuracy of approximately 200 mlcrolnches per Inch of travel.
With this estimate of gauge accuracy the diameter error is 400
microinches, assumin_ a total travel of one inch during part
measurement•
The linear gauge/ball slide/measuring tip assembly of the PMD is
characterized by what is called an Abb_ offset. This means that the
linear gauge is not in line with the displacement to be measured, i.e.,
the radial motion of the measuring tip. Because of this offset, any
angular motion (pitch) of the horizontal ball slide as it translates
will cause a radial error. The magnitude of the error is simply the
offset distance times the slide pitch error motion. The offset distance
depends upon which rip is being used, with a maximum value of about
8 inches. The pitch motion of the horizontal slide is not specified in
the data sheet supplied by MSFC but may be estimated to be 5 arc-seconds
in one inch of travel, a value typical of precision ball slides. Using
these values, we estimate the radial error contribution to be
8 inches x 5 arc-seconds x 5 microinches/inch/arc-second or 200
microinches, with a corresponding diameter error of 400 microinches.
Straightness error motions of the vertical ball slide cause one-for-one
errors in radial data. The data sheets for this _'ide specify a
straight line accuracy of 500 microinches per inch of travel. Assuming
1/2 inch of travel during a part measurement implies a possible radial
error of 250 microinches or 500 microinches diaaeter error.
If the vertical ball slide is not mounted orthogonally to the horizontal
slide, then motion of the verticol slide will contain a component in the
radial direction. Estimating a _'quareness error of 20 arc-seconds and
i/2 inch of travel yields a radial error of i/2 inch x 20 arc-seconds x
5 microinches/inch/arc-second = 50 microinches radial error, i00
microinches on diameter.
PMD radial error is also sensitive to angu_cr motion of the vertical
ball slide. If the slide rotates, or pitche_, the measuring tip will
move radially by an amount equal to the tip length times the pitch
angle For a pitch of 2.5 arc-seconds in 2/2 inch of travel, and a 6
inch tip, the error is 6 inches x 2.5 arc-seconds x 5
microinches/inch/arc-second = 45 microinches radial error, 90
microinches on diameter.
9
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The estlauated mechanical error budget Is shown in Table 2. Combining
r.he individual errors according to Equation (4) yields AI_zca = ±1061
microlnches.
The coefficient of thermal _xpanslon of an engineering material is
defined by
de/e
a(T) = , (7)
dT
where dL/L is the fractional change in a characteristic linear dimension
and dT is the change in tempera+'tre. If a sample has length Lo at
temperature To, then the length L at the temperature T is found by
integrating Equation (7):
T
L = L_ exp E fa(T)dT ] (8)
To
In common engineering practice _(T) is approximated by its average value
over the temperature range T-T0, so that Equation (8) becomes
L = Loexp E&(T-T0) ] (9)
The range of temperatures encountered in dimensional metrology is nearly
always such that _(T-T 0)<<I, so that Equation (9) may be written
L = h0 El + a(T-T0)_ (I0)
Equation (10) is the standard expression used to correct dimensional
measurements for the effects of thermal expansion. [Note: we have
replaced _ by a for simplicity.]
i0
I_ '
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TM_I_ 2.
MECHANICAL FJ_J_ORBUDGET
Peak-to-Valley
Error Source Diameter Error
(microinches)
I. Spindle radial motion 40 0
2. Spindle tilt motion 120 0
3. Linear gauge accuracy 400 0
4. Horizontal slide pitch 400 0
5. Vertical slide straightness 500 0
6. Vertical slide pitch go 0
7. H-V slide squareness I00 0
8. Tip bearing errors 40 0
9. Tip mounting repeatability _00,0
PVToT^L = 1890 #in. RMSToT^ L (Eq. 3) = 232 _in.
[ _DMEc_= ±i061 _in. ]
ii
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For measurements that demand a very high degree of accuracy, it is
important to realize that the arguments of Equation (i0) may not be
known exactly. Taking the differential of both sldes yields
6L = aL_6(T-T 0) + L0(T-T0)6a
= _LoE6(T-T0)+ (6a/a)(T-T0)_
= aLo 6T-6T 0 + (6_/a)(T-T0) | (ii)
Here, 6T and 6To are temperature uncertainties and 6_ is the uncertainty
in the coefficient of thermal expansion. Since the signs of the
uncertainties are generally unknown, the maximum error in estimated
length is found by re-writing Equation (II) using absolute values:
61_AX = =L_E,6T, + ]6T0] + (6_/_)IT-T0[ _ (12)
The quantity 6_/a is the fractional uncertainty in the nominal
coefficient of thermal expansion. It is rarely encountered in
dimensional metrology but it becomes significantly important for large
'parts (large _I_) and for large temperature extrapolations (large
IT-T01). The consequences of this uncertainty are emphasized in Section
20.2 of ANSI Standard B89.6.2 (Appendix A).
Thermal expansion corrections for PHD measurement data employ two
coefficients" (a) for the radial arm, a^R M = 13 ppm/°F (606!-T6
aluminum alloy) and (b) for the part, ap^R_ = 6.8 ppm/°F (steel). The
uncertainties in these coefficients are not known; they are estimated
here to be 5% of the nominal values. That is
6QARM/_AR M = 6QPART/_PART = 0.05. _13)
Based upon ANSI B89.6.2 these estimates are reasonable, and, in the case
of the radial arm, may be somewhat optimistic. A brief survey of
engineering material reference data on 6061-T6 wrought aluminum alloy
found values of the expansirn coefficient ranging from 12 ppm/°F "ALCOA
Structural Handbook] to 13.5 ppm/°F [Standard Handbook for Mechanical
Engineers]. Perhaps the definitive reference work is Volume 12 of the
Thermophysical Properties of Matter, "Thermal Expansion of Metallic
Elements and Alloys," which gives a value of _ for 6061-T6 al!ov of
12.5 ppm/°F at 20°C (680F), with an explicit statement of a ±-_
uncertainty in thermal expansion data on this alloy.
Case diameter data from the PMD involves two thermal expansion
calcu'ations. Radial data is corrected for expansion (or contractionl
of the radial arm between the calibration temperature (TAc) and the arm
12
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temperature durlng measurement (T^_). Then, the part dlmenslonal data
is extrapolated from the part temperature during measurement (T_M) to
68"F Th_e _-,-..1_ ..... _1_v _h_ .r_ndard exoresslon gquatlon (I0)
usln8 nomlnal values for the expansion coefflclents. The uncertalntles
In the calculatlons can now be estlmated uslng Equation (12) and
Equatlon (13). We write for the two uncertainties:
T
6D^_ M = diameter error due to arm thermal expanslon uncertainty
T
ADpART = diameter error due to part thermal expansion uncertalnty,
Using Equations (12) and (13) glves
_DAR M = aARMD, ON 6TAC I + 16TAM[ + 0.05 ITAM-TAc (14a)
and
ADpART = ,_PARTDNoM 6TpM I + 0.051Tp_-68 (lab)
Here, D_0 _ is a nominal part feature diameter, taken to be 144 inches.
Using the nominal values of _^RM (13 ppm/'F) and _PART (6.8 ppm/°F), we
have
ADAR _ = 1872 6TAc I + 16TAM I + 0.05 ITAM-TAc , (15a)
ADp^RT = 979 6TpM I + 0.05 ITpM-68 (15b)
In these expressions the temperature units are°F and the diameter errors
are given in microinches.
Once the various thermal environments are known (or at least estimated),
the total system error due to thermal effects can be calculated from
Equations (15a-b). The two expressions are PV estimates of separate
thermal error components. The total thermal error ADTsER M is then
calculated using Equations (4) and (5).
Because of the very wide range of thermal environments found at
Clearfield, there is clearly no unique value for the measurement thermal
error. We therefore proceed to calculate the thermal error for a range
of temperatures typical of the current environment. We will also
analyze a "best-case" situation assuming that the entire PMD measurement
proce:s takes place in a thermal environment similar to that found iDa
standards laboratory.
We first consider three thermal environments at nominal average
temperatures of 68, 78, and 88°F. The 20°F range of temperatures is
13
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representative of the range actually experienced at Clearfield durin_
PMD measurement testing. The P_ radial arm and the measured parts have
temperature sensors used for data correction during calibration and
measurement. While these sensors have been calibrated at MSFC, in order
to account for calibration errors, drift, lin=arity errors, and unknown
temperature gradients, we .ssume an uncertainty 6T of I'F (PV) for the
average arm and part temperatures. That is:
6T^c = 6T^M = 6Tp_ = ±0.5°F
We now proceed to calculate the thermal error estimates. Recall that
the PMD is calibrated at a nominal temperature of T^c and that the part
is measured with the arm at temperature T^_ and the part at temperature
TFM. The quantities TAC, TAM , and TFM can assume any of the three
chosen temperature values, although we expect that the PMD and the part
are in thermal equilibrium during a measurement, so that TAM = Tp_.
There are three special cases t_ consider:
(a) TAc = T_M. If the temperature is nominally
unchanged through a calibration/measurement cycle,
then no thermal expansion correction is applied to
the PMD radial arm. Because of the ±0.5°F
temperature tolerance, however, the two temperatures
may differ by as much as I°F. In this case _._ is
calculated using Equation (i0) with T-T 0 = I°F,
= _ARM, and Lo = D_o M = 144 inches.
(b) Tp_ = 68°F. If the part is measured at a nominal
temperature of 68"F, then no part temperature
correction is applied. Because of the ±0.5°F
temperature tolerance, however, the actual part
temperature may differ from 68°F by as much as
0.5°F. In this case ADp^RT is calculated using
Equation (i0) with T-T 0 = 0.5°F, _ = _PA_r, and
L0 = D_0 M = laa inches.
(c) In all other situations the thermal errors are
calculated uEing Equations (15a-b).
Table 3 displays, in matrix form, the range of estimated total thermal
error. We see that this error can be less than 0.0015 inches when gauge
cali..ration and part measurement are carried out at 68°F with reasonable
control (±0.5°F). On the other hand, the error is more than 0 003
i:_ches if the gauge is calibrated at 68°F and the measurenent is done at
88°F.
As a "best-case" scenario, if the calibration and measurement process
could be performed in a thermal environment of 68±0.2"F (typical of a
dimensional metrology laboratory), then the system thermal error would
be less than 0.0007 inches.
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T.A_RLE 3
THERMAL ERROR MAIq_IX
Calibration Temperature, T^c (°F)
68±0.5 78±0.5 88±0.5
68±0.5 ±1461 ±2061 ±2663
Measurement 78±0.5 ±2323 ±1730 ±2323
Temperature
TAM, TpM ,..
('F)
88±0.5 ±3188 ±2597 ±2104
Table entries are estimated thermal error ADrHERM in
units of microinches. The method of calculation is
explained in the text.
NOTE: If T^c = TAM = TpM = 68±0.2°F, then ADT_ERM = 693 microinches.
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q6. SOFTWARE ERROR
The PND analysis software uses a simple chord algorithm to compute the
perimeters of measured SRM features. The input data set of polar
coordinate data pair_ is first fit to a least-squares circl_ and the
points re-expressed in a polar coordinate system with its origin at the
center of this circle. This is mathematically equivalent to removing
the first harmonic term in a Fourier series and has the effect of
removing the PMD centering error.
It should be noted that the data centering fit is performed
independently for each measured feature, so that the PMD does not
measure the complete Joint geometry in a fixed coordinate system. If
two SRM Joint features were perfectly circular but eccentric, the
eccentricity would not be detected. Because of the way in which the SRM
cases are manufactured this is probably not a problem, but the effect
should be recognized.
Part diameters computed using the MSFC algorithm have been shown to be
insensitive to PM/) gauge centering. In one witnessed test, the gauge
was deliberately de-centered by 0.25 inches and the measured feature
diameter repeated to i00 microinches
We have performed extensive testing of the MSFC chord algorithm, using
computer-generated simulated case data as well as actual hardware
measurement data supplied by MSFC personnel. Computed diameters using
the chord algorithm were also compared with those determined by a
variety of other curve fitting algorithms, including least-squares
circles, linear arcs, blended smoothing polynomials, cubic B-spli>_es,
and global fitting to Fourier series up to the 16th harmonic in 8. In
addition to these tests we also examired the effects of resolver angular
errors and radial noise (random radial errors) on the fit results. We
summarize these tests below.
We first tested the chord algorithm using computer-generated dora
representing an ellipse wi_h a semi-major axis of 74 _.nches and a semi-
minor axis of 70 inches. The perimeter of this simulated case can be
calculated to any required precision using hlgh-accuracy numerical
integraeion. The test data set had 3600 points, so that She numerical
corr,-ct_on factor of 1.000012693 was cha,ge_ to 1.00000012693. In this
test, _he chord algorithm yielded the perimeter with an error of less
than _ microinch. The actual numbers are (a) exact result (to 9
significant figures): 452.476613 inches; (b) MSFC chord algorithm:
452.4766124 inches. For comparison purposes we note that the perimeter
of the best-fit circle is 45_.563841 inches, which is too large by
0.087 inches. The diameter of this circle is approximately 0.014 inches
larger than that of the circle obtained by "rounding" the elliptical
case.
We then compared the chord algorithm with a range of other techniques
for perimeter estimation, using actual SRM case measurement _ata (MSFC
16
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data file 07248709.49). This was a clevis feature using PMD tip #5. In
our opinion, the most accurate of these algorithms is a $1oba! Fourier
series fit to the data with terms included up to the 16th harmonic. The
results of this comparison are as frllows:
_L_ Ferimeter (inches) Diameter (inch_$)
16th-harmonic Fourier 454.242822 144.589981
MSFC chord summation 454.242851 144.589990
B-spli,le smoothing 454.242839 144.589986
Linear arcs 454.242795 144.589972
L_ast-squares circle 454.240667 144.589295
The difference in mean diameter between the MSFC algorithm and the
Fourier expansion fit is seen to be only 9 mlcroinches. We also note
that the least-squares circle result, while reasonably good in absolute
terms, is the lea_t accurate of the algorithms. This has been found to
be generally true, particularly as actual case features depart
substantially from circalar, because of the averaging nature of the
circul_r fit.
The next test was designed to examine the effects of random radial
error_ on the calculated feature diameters. The size and distribution
of random errors in real PMD data is not known, but an examination of
the raw data from repeated runs suggests a level of 200-300 microinches.
For this numerical experiment the PMD data from the previous comparison
was artificially corrupted by the addition of a uniform distribution of
random "noise" to the radial data. We then computed the mean feature
diameter using the chord algorithm. The results, for various levels of
noise, are as follows (average of I0 trials for eac _ noise level):
Radial_ Mean Diameter Delta D_amete_
finche_.l _ (inches)
0 144.589990 0
±0.001 144.590039 +0.000049
±0.002 14_.590070 +0.000080
±0.003 144.590251 +0.000261
±0.004 144.590515 +0.000525
It is clear from these results that the MSFC chord algorithm is
insensitive to any plausible level of random radial error in the PMD
data.
As a final test of the analysis software, we examined the effects of
angular errors in the data.. The existence of such errors was suggested
by calibration data on the resolver of PMD S/N 002. This data showed a
second-harmonic angle error with an amplitude of approximately ±0.25
degrees. We d_ not know the accuracy of this data, which was taken
using radial case pin holes as angle reference locations. Clearly, the
effects of angular errors will depend on the actual shape of the
17
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qmeasured case features. A perfectly circular case, for example, would
look circular regardless of the R_lar !ocation_ of the J_asured radil.
We modelled a set of angle errors approximating the calibration data and
used this computer-generated error set to corrupt the part me&surement
data from MSFC d=t._ file 07248709.49. The ar_gular error function was
the second harmonic form
4 = 4MAX sin(29), (16)
where 4(8) is the angle error at a nominal angle 8 and 4MAX iS the
maximum error. At each nominal angle the error 4 was added to 8 to
yield the angle used in the fitting algorithm. The results of this
procedure are as follows:
Mean Diameter (inches) Delta Diameter (inches)
0 144.5900 0
+0.1 144.5905 +0.0005
+0.2 144.5910 +0.0010
+0.3 144.5916 +0.0016
+0.4 144.5921 +0.0021
+0.5 144.5926 +0.0026
The results for negative values of 4MAX show diameter changes of equal
magnitude and opposite sign to those above. We see here that resolver
errors can affect the measurement results at the ievel of 0.r01 inches
if the measured errors are accurate. This suggests that the PMD
resolver systems be more accurately calibrated or be replaced by more
accurate angle transducers.
Based upon these studies and numerical experiments, we estimate that the
maximum diameter error due to the MSFC analysis software is
ADsoFT = ±1500 microinches. We note that the contribution of resolver
error is not really a software error but we have included i_ here since
the effects of such error are not readily apparent until the PMD data
has been reduced and analyzed.
7. ES'rlHATED TOTAL SYSTEM ERROR
The PMD measurement accuracy can now be estimated by combining the
separate diameter error estimates according to Fquation (6). As
explained in Section 5, the wide range of thermal environments
encountered during calibration and measurement precludes any unique
value for the system accuracy. Accordingly we present three estimates:
a worst case, a best case (given the current state of _emperature
control), and a potential accuracy achieved by better temperature
control.
18
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A. WORST CASE ESTIMATE
PMD calibrated at 68±0.5°F, part measured at
88±O.b°F.
From Equation (6):
ADToT^ L = ± _702) 2 + (1061) 2 + (3188) 2 + (1500)_ %
= ±3746 microinches
B. BEST CASE ESTIMATE
PHI) calibrated and part measured at 68±0.5°F.
From Equation (6):
%
ADTo,^L = ± E702)2 + (1061)2 + (1461)Z + (1500)2_
= ±2450 microinches
C. POTENTIAL ACCURACY
PHI) calibrated and part measured at 68±0.2°F.
From Equation (6)"
ADToTA L : ± _635) 2 + (I061) z + (693> 2 + (]500>Zq %
5-.-
= ±2064 microinches
8. DISCUSSION
The error budget formalism used in this analysis can serve as a valuab]e
tool for potential PMD accuracy enhancement. Many of the individual
error components could be measured and the error estimates re-calculated
based on the measurement results, One clear example of this p_ocedure
is the angle measuring resolver system. This system could be accurately
calibrated and an error map created. This map would then provide a
look-up table for data correction. Alternatively, the resolver could be
replaced by a high-accuracy absolute optical encoder so that angular
errcr would be negligible. The important point is that a means exists
for a q_antitative analysis of PMD error reduction as more information
becomes available.
19
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APPENDIX A
ANSI Standard B89.6.2 - 1973
Temperature and Humidity Environment for Dimensional Measurement
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FOREWOR_
American National Standards Committee !]89 on Dimensiona] Metrology, organized under the
procedures of the Amencan National _.tandards lnsutute, was formed to develop certain minimum stand-
ards for the various parameters in metrology and represents the consensusof United States industry. The
vanous subcomm=ttees of Committee B89 (lea] with the different parameters, i.e., environment, angle,
length, geometry, etc. Subcomm/=tee B89.6 is assignedthe task of developingstandards in physical environ-
ment and the effects of this environment and other extraneous influences on accuracy and precismn of
dimensional meuurements. This standard for temperature and humidity is the work of the ANSI B89.6.2
WorkangGroup. The results of =iscooperative efforts are exprer_edm this document.
The effect of I;:at ,qow and resulting temperature grad)ents, differences and variation from measure-
ment to measurement can result in errors of dimensmnal measurement because of the thermal ¢xpans=on
properties of materials. By international agreement the true size and shape of an object is that which
exastsat a umform temperature of 68° F (20 ° C). The purpose of this standard is to provideAmerican industry
with pract,_a] requirements, procedures, and m;thods by _vhich the intent of the international agreement
can be sausfied without comprom=seto economical operation.
In d,schar_ng rts responsibihties, the Workang Group has recognized two basic needs of industry.
First, tt recograzes the need for standard approaches to the buying and seUmgof artificially controlled en-
vironments. Second, it recogruzesthe need for the qualification of individual measurements regarding errors
induced by non-idea] temperature condiuons
Standard specifications for artificlat;y controlled environments, in terms of the __a]=ty of temperature
_, control, are especially necessary, as a means of communicating metrologlca] requirements to construction
agencies such as heating a_d air-condiuonmg contractors. In specIfic m.qances, suffic=en °expenence has
been obtained such that required _d_nensmnal accuracies can be translated directly intt temperature control
_pecifications. However, the Workang Group has concluded that no general set of temperature control
specdicatmns can be stated tt..t will s=multaneously assure levels of measurement accuracy and avoid the
risk of overdesign or underdeugn. Indeed, no recommendatmn can be made on which type of amficlal en-
v_ronment or even whether one is necessao' or not, that would represent the most sansfactory engineering
for every apphcauon Consequently, the Workang Group has chosen to hst those properties of an artificially
controlled environment that mutt be specified for an adequate descnptmn, to specify standard procedures
for the admlmstration of the reqmred specifications, and to provide advisory mformauon m the form of
gu_dehnes that the users of ttus standard may find helpful in the development of speclficatmns adapted to
indlvldualneeds.
The metrologist,hasmanagement,ora potentialcustomerofa metrolog_calserv=cehas,eachforl'us
own purpose,a need and anght toknow themtgmtude ofmeasurementerrorsreducedby thethermal,'n-
vlrenment.Therefore,this tandardincludesa descriptlonofproceduresforthecremationoftheerrorcon-
mbutmns causedby variousdefectsof thethermalenvaronment.Further,there_saneed fora converuent
means of communicatmn betweenthesepames.For tluspurpose,theWork2ngGroup hasprovldedastand-
ardfigureofmerit,theThermalErrorIndex.Becausethisdocument,forthefirstlme,presentstheThermal
ErrorIndex foruseby industryatlarge,themethodsfor,isdeterminationand use arecarefullydeveloped
m an appendut.
Recommendatmns for the control of humidity m metrologlca] environments are included in ttus
document, because it _s often directly affected by and related to the control of temperature, especially m
the design of room enclosures.
After approval by the B89 Natmnal Standards Committee =,'ld submittal to public review tho Stand-
ard was approved by ANSI as a Nauonal Standard on Octobez 30, 1973.
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AMERICANNATIONALSTANDARD ANSI1189.8.2-1973TEMPERATUREANDHUMIDITYENVIRONMENT
FORDIMENSIONALMEASUREMENT
• d
AMERICAN NATIONAL STANDARD
TEMPERATURE AND CIUMIDITY ENVIRONMENT
FOR DIMENSIONAL MEASUREMENT
I. ,SCOPEAND INTENT uon, and AJr-Cond]tiomngEngineers,345 East47th
This standardis intended to fallmdustry's need for Street, New York, New York 10017
standardizedmethodsof:
3. DEFINITIONS
a. Descr/oing and testing temperamre.controUed
environmentsfor dimemaonaJmeasurements,and 3.1 Averqe Coefficientof Expamio_
b.,/Unmnng itself that temperature control is The average coefficient of expam/on of a body
adequate for the calibrationof rneuuring equipment, over the rangeof temperature from 68° F (20° C) to t
as well as the m_ufacture and acceptance of work- is defined as the ratio of the fractional change of
pieces, length of the body to the change in temperature.
Fractional change of length is based on the length
2. REFERENCEDDOCUMENTS of the body at 68° F (20° C).
2.1 StandardsandSpecifications Lt - L.
o_(68, t) =L_a (t -68) ( l)This standardhasbeencoordinated insofaraspos-
szble with the foUowing standards and specifications. Hereinafter the term "coefficient of expans:on"
Unless stated otherwise, the latest issue is n_nplied, shall refer only to the averagevalue over a rangefrom
v 2.1.1 Governmental 68 F (20 C) to anothertemperature,t.
a. MIL,C45662A-Cslibratzon System Require- 3.2 Coefficientof Exl_msion
ments The true coefficient of expansion,o, at a Iem-
b. MIL-HDBK-52-Evaluation of Contractor'sCah- perature, t, of a bodyIS the rate of changeof length
bratIonSystem of the bodywith respecto temperatureat thegiven
c. MIL-Q-9858A-Quality ProgramRequirements temperaturedividedby the lengthat the gwen tern.
perature.
d. Fed. Std. #209.--CleanRoomandWorkStation ] d[\
Requirements, Controlled Envlronment. a ="_t_'_'J r
2.1.2 Non-governmental
a. Standards of the Amencan National Standards 3.3 Comlglnltor
Institute (ANSI), formerly United States of America Any device used to perform the companion of the
Standards Institute (USASI), part and the master is called a comparator.
b. Standardsof the AmencanSociety for Testing 3.4 Diffimmtid Expansion
andMaterials(ASTM), Differential expansionis defined as the difference
c. Standards of the Society of Automouve Engl- between the expanuon of the part and the expansion
ricers, Inc. (SAE), of the master from 68° F (20° C) to their tlme-meala
d. Recommendation R I -Standard Reference Tern- temperatures at the tune of the measurement.
perature for Industrial Length Measurements, Inter- 3.5 Diffenml_adResponm
national Organization for Standardizstmn (ISO).
Differential response is defined as the relative
2.2 OtherPublications length vanauon betweenany two objectsperumt
a. ASHRAE-Handbook of Fundamentals pub- smusoidaleavironment temperatureoscdlauon asa
hshedby the AmencanSocietyof Heating,Refngera. function of frequency of temperatureoscdlat=on
I
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AMEP*]CAN__T;ONALSTANDARD ANSI889.6.2-1973
TEMPERATUREANDHUIdlOITYENVIRONMENT
FORDIMENSIONALMEASUREMENT
3.6 FUll-SOd*Dtletometry !,,k:,_ h) wl_,,'ll ft,. ,,,,I,.v ,, ,,, !.... |.|.s...., ,i.,.............. , ,* • .t*_ i *l till
Full4caJed,latometry is a procedurcfor deter- rccordingshuwsa._g.llica.I cha.b_ol comlsl..l._, Ihc
mJrungthe averqF truecoefficient of expansinnof a index is null and void for thai process,and a rc-
workp;eoe, evaluationof the index shouldbe conducted,or thecoodJtionscorrected to those for w]uch the index
3.7 Dimem/mmlResponse applies.
Dimerudomdreqx,nle is de£medas the amplitude in addil_onto continuousmonitoringof environ-
of absolutelengthvariationf:.Iobjectperunitof mentalcond/tJons,itisrecommendedthateffortsbe
sznu_oid_)en_ronmt;,t t-.mperarureoscillationas a madeto establishthat the processisproperlysoaked
funcuonofthefrequencynftemperatureosciJJat/on,out.Thismay bedoneby checkingthetemperature
DriftTest of"alJelement_beforeand aftertheexecuuonofthe
m_.-urements.
/Lqexperimentconductedto detemdnethe actual
drift inherent in a meL_urementsystem under normal 3.14 NominalCoofflci*ntof Expemion
operating conditions is called a drift test. Since the The estimate of the coefficient of expansion of a
usual method of monitoring the environment (see body duRIbe called the nominal coefficient of expan-
De£mition 3.13) involves the correlaUon of one or ,ion. To distinguish this value from the average co-
more temperature recordinip with drift, the test will efficient of expmmon a (68, t) it shall be Jenoted by
usuaUy consist of simultaneous record_tip of drift the symbol x.
and environmenu..l temperatures. The recommended
procedure for the conduct of a drift test is given in 3.15 Nominal Diffimmtid Expmsion*
20.3.1. The difference between the Nominal E :panslon of
the part and of the master is called the Nominal Dif-
3.9 Mmtar ferential Expansion:
The standard against which the deszred dimension
of the part zs compared is called the master. The NDE=(NE)_rt -(NE)muta . (3)
standard may be in the form of the wavelength of 3.16 No_.;r_l Expansion*
light, the length of a gage block, line standard, lead
screw, etc. The estimate of the expansion of an object from
68° F to its rime-mean temoerature shall be called the "_
3.10 Nlasmrinli Nominal EJ:panslon, and it shall be determined from
The acuon of nulling or setting a comparator wuh the following rela,onsh_p
a master l._called mas_.ermg. NE = x (L) (t - 68). (4)
3.1_ MaturingCvde Time 3.17 Partor Workpieoe
The tune between successive mastenngs of the In every dimens,onal or geometric measurement
process is called the mastenng cycle tune of the process, there is usually some phys/cal object for
process, which a dimension is to be determined. This object is
3.12 M, mumm.nt CycteTime called the part or workpiece.
The tune between measunng and the prewous 3.18 Soak Out
mastering is called measurement cycle time. One of the characterzstzcsof an object zsthat zt has
3.13 Mm_itm'ing a thermal "memory". When a change m environment
To ensure the constancy of the Thermal Error _s experienced, such as occurs when an object Jstransported from one room to another, there w_ be
Index (see 3.22), It will be necessary to momtor the some period of time before the object completel._
process m such a way that s_gnificant changes m "'forgets" about Rs previous em,ironm(,nt and ex-
operating conditions are recogngable, hib_ts a response dependent oaly o, tts current en-
The recommended procedure _s to es_blish a vtronment. The ume elapsed following a change m en-
particular temperature recording sta,on or sta,ons v_ronment untd the object is influenced only by the
which ha_,ea demonstrable correlation w_th the mag- new environment _scalled soak out time. After soak
mtude of the drift.
The temperature of the selected station should be "Theseconceptsare us-d ,rtdeterminingtheThermalkrror
recorded continuously dunng any measurement IndexinSectmnO
'3
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._ out, i_i©ub_ecti_ md to b_m equfi/briumwith the 3.22 ,--nermdErrm index
t,ew environn_nt. In ra_s where an environment is The marion, without regardto _gn, of the es-
t/me variant, the retinae of the object it also t timates of =IIthermally induced measurement errors,
variable in _ume. expre_d as a percenta_ of the working tolerance
(or totedpennimble error).
_11 Tam of aBody _ _..nnd Elcpamio_
3.19.1 Temg_ature at a Point. Whendiscussinga The difference between the length (or volume) of a
body which does not have a s/ngle uniform tempera- body at one temperatureand tt_ length (or volume) at
ture,it is necessaryto refer in some manner to the dis- another temperatureiscalled theLinear(or volumetnc)
tribution of temperature throughout the body. Tern- thermal expansion of the body.
peratureat a point in a bodyis assumed to be the tem-
perature of a very _na/l volume of the body 3.24 ThermallyInducodDrift
centered at that point. The material of which the Drift is defined as the differential movement of
body tscomposedisaraumedto forma continuum, the part or the masterand the comparatorcausedby
3.19.2 The Temperatureof aBody.Whenthe dif- the t_nevariationsm the thermalenvironment.
ferences between the temperatures at all points in a
body arenegligible,the bodyis said to be at a umform 3.25 Time Constant of s Body
temperature This temperature is then the tempera- The time requiredfor a physical quantity to change
lure of the body. its iniual (zero-time) magmtude by the factor ( 1 - 1/e)
3.19.3 Instantaneous Average Temperature of a when the phy,acal quantity is varying as a function of
Body. Wh=nthe body is not at a uniform temperature time, ]'(t) according to either the decreasing ex-
at all points, but it is desirable to identify the thermal ponential function,
state of the body by a single temperature, the tern- f(t) = e-kt
perature which represents the total heat stored in the
body may be used. When the body is homogeneous, or the increasing exponential function,
this ts called the average temperature of the body jr(t) = 1 -e-kr
_, (ThJs temperature is the average, over the volume of
the body, of all point temperatures.), whexlk = I/t, It IScalled the tune constant of the phy-
sacalquantity, in this standard =tis designated by r.3.19.4 Time-MeanTemperatureof a BOdy.The
average of the average temperature of a body, over a Since e has the numericvalue2.71828--, the change
fixed perlodoft':me, is called the ttme.mean tempera._ in magrutude (l-l/e) has the fractional value
ture of the body. The fixed period ts selected as ap- 0.632]2--. Thus, after a time lapse of one ume con-
propnate to the measL,rement problem stant, starting at zero-time, the magmtude of the phy-
sical quanuty wallhave changed approximately 63 2
percent.
3.20 TemperatureVariat,on En'or.TVE The ttme constant of a body can be used _ a
An esttmate of the maximum possible measure- measure of the response of the body to environ-
ment errorind-ced solely by deviation of the environ- m_ntai temperature changes. It is the tune required
ment from average cone' t_ons is called the Tempera- for a body to achieve approe.imately 63.2 percent of
ture Vanauon Error. TVE is determined from *.he its total change after a sudden change to a new level
results of two drift tests, one of the master and com- W its en,rt_onment.
parator and the other of the part and the comparator. 3.26 Tramdue_rDrift Check
An expertment conducted to determ,ne the drift in
3.21 Thermal CcmductiviW a displacement transducer and its associated amplifiers
Thermal conductivity ts n._rmaUy defined as the and recorders when it is sub,ected to a thermal en-
time rate of heat flow through unit area and umt vtronment sundar to that being evaluated by the drift
tluckness of a homogeneous material under steady test itself. The transducer drift ts the sum of the
condmons when a umt temperature _'adient ismain- "pure" amphfier draft and the effect of the envzron-
uuned in the direction perpendicular to area. In thas ment on the transducer, arnphfier, and so on. The
standard ttts destgnated by K and has the un,ts of transducer drift check _sperformed by blocking the
BTU/hr fta °F transducer and observing the output over a period of
3
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Imp: a! leas!_shmgas lhc dural,m of lhc Oral!|c;t !o 4. GENERAL REQUIREMENTS
heperiiDr,,,:d.Ul;_:ng .-!_q_ucer involvesmakinga 4 I The methodsof describingand !estmgtcmlx:ra- "'_"
tnm_Jucereffectivelyindi_te on itsown fneme._mse. ture-contro_ledenvironmentssh_J ix in _c_u_dan_c
m carlmllle, in thecue of e ¢='tridlle-typegqle head, _t._ Sect/oa 5.
i=accomp/ished by mounting a mud] cap over the
end of thecartridl_ so the plunprrel_tersagainst the 4.2 A calibration, part manufacture, or parr ac.
imid: of the cap. Finger-ty_re gage heads can be _ptance procedure compiles with th_sstandard _f_t
blocked with dmilar devices. Care must be exercised is c=zried out with atl pert/nent cm_pon;nts of the
to see that the b,_ock/ngis done in such a manner that m*.amrement system at 68° F; or if it can be _own
the influence of temperature on the block/rig device is th,l_ the Thermal Error Index (as def'med m Section
_,gligible. 6) is a reasonable and acceptable percentage of the
working tolerance.
3.27 Un_rminty of NominalCoefficient
of Expmsion 5. DESCRIPTIONAND TESTING OF
The max/mum pomible percentage difference be- ENVIRONMENT
tween the true coefficient of expangon, a, and the In '.}ussect/on an environment is to be understood
nominal coefficient of expan_onshahbedenotedby as a room, box or other enclosurethroughwhich a
the symbol_5, temperature-controlledf uid (liquid or gaseous) is
circulated and which is intended to contain d]men-
= I00 a -----_% (5) sion',dmeasuremen!apparatus.c!
This v'.due,like that of x Pself. must be an esti- 5.1 I_ncriptionof Environment
mate. Varmus methods can be used to make ttus esti. In the following paragraphsthe essentLalpropertles
mate. For example, of an environmentare listed. These characteristics
(a) The estimatemay be basedon the dispersion mustbeunequivocallyspecified.
found among results of actual experimentscon- 5.1.1 ThermalSpecifi_tions. Thefollowingprop-
ductedona numberof likeobjects; ertiesof acontrolledenvironmentmust bespeczfied.
(b) The estimatemay be basedon the dispersion 5. I. 1.I Cooling MeCium. The type of coohnS ,,
found amongpub_"_heddata. medium is .to be described in terms of its chermcaJ "_
Of the two possibilities _ven above, (a) is the compos/tlon and physlc=lpropertles of v_=osity, den-
recommendedprocedure. _ty, speci_cheat and thermal conducti_,ry. When
commonsubs_amce._suchasambient_uror water are
Beca,_sethe effects of inaccuracyof the estimate to be_.sed.u,Jessotherw,s_speczfied,their propertte_
of the uncena/nty are _f secondorder, _t i_ con- a_e to be assumedthose g/yen m standard tables
sidered_ufficientthatgoodjudgmentbe used.
Commercialfluids inchasoilsmaybe spec=fied_?
manufacturerandtype.3.28 UncertainWof P,IominalDiffemn(i=dExpansion
5.I. 1.2 Flow Rareand Veloci_/. The flow rate¢_f
The s_mof Uncertaintiesof Nomm_ Expanuon the cooling medmm shall be specd_e_m unzts ,,t
of the part and masteris c_[]edthe Uncert=untyof weight per umt time, volume per uml tm_e _,r
Nomma!DffferentedExpanuon. changesper umt tame.Veloc,,y sh=llbe spec_.=cdm
UNDE = (UNE).,a.t + ('UNE)mmt=r (6) feet per urut Ume.
5.1.1.3 Ranges of Frequenc/e=of Temperan-'re
3.29 Uncertaintyof NominalExpansion Variation and Limit from Mean Temperature.These
The maximumdifferencebetweenthe true thermaJ two propertiesareinterrelatedandcannotbespecified
expans=onandthe nominaJexpansionis c_JedtheUn- separately.For example, in general the l'ugherthe ;
certainty of Nominal Expansion.it is determined frequency the wider the permissibletemperatu_oex-
from cursionsfrom the mean temperaturein the coohng
medium (see Section 10). Frcquenc=esare to be
specifiedincyclesper unit time,and limitsfrommean
temperaturein plus or minus (±) umts Fal_renhe_t
(umts Celsius). Separate hmit _peclfications may be
• See Equaemn23, Paragraph20.2 for possiblerev_smn, applied to a nvmber of frequency ranges,
4
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5.1. I.4 MwnT_o_'laam. Themean temperature 3.21.1.1 ViJcosi_
. w I_lJ! be the time wenq_ temperatureat a specified A._FMD445-65 - Viscosity of Transparen! and
poini (or time averageof the averageof temperatures OpaqueL_quids
a_more thanone specifiedpoint) within thebounda-
riesof the eiwironmeflt.A periodof time overwhich ASTM D1545-63 - Viscosityof TransparentLJq-
the time average it to be computed shall be specified, uids by Bubble Time Method
5. I. L5 Gnm'_m. Within the wo,, olume of 3.2.1.1.2 Density (Spec(Be Gnw#y)
the envirenment, maximum steady-state t_rnperature ASTM D941-55 (Reapproved 1968)-Density and
differences areto be specified. The specification can Specific Gravity of Liquids by
take one or both of two forms: Lipkin Ries,";'2,,s_...."ycnometer
(a) "Worstcase"maximum temperature difference ASTMD1298-67 - Density, Specific Gravity or
in the coolingm_dium between any two points withm API Gravity of CrudcPctro-
the spec'._:dboundariesof theenvironment; leum and i_quld Petroleum
(b) Maximum rate of changeof temperaturealong Productsby HydrometerMeth.
one or more specified directions within the specified od
boundaries. 3.2.1.1.3 Tkermai Conductwity
SlSecificationscan be applied to sub-boundaries, or ASTM D271768T-Thermal Conductivity of Liq-
volumes within volumes, uids
Each such specificationshored I'e qualified as to 5.2. 1.2 Flow RareroodVelocity
the conditionsof acceptancetesting,e.g.,whetheror
not equipment and/or Personnel are to be within the 3.2.1.2.1 Flow Rate
boundariesduringthetesting. ASTM D2458-69- Flow Measurementof Ware:
5.1.2HumidiW.Requirementsforhumiditycon- by theVenturiMeterTube
trolarisefromdesirestoprovidehuman comfort,to !SOR541-1967- M'.asurementofFluidFlowby
prevent deleterious effects of moisture such ascorro- Means of Orifice Plates and
sion ofworkpieces and measurement apparatus,and to Nozzles
maintain measurement accuracyof workpieces that
are dimensionally sensitive to moisture (for example, 5.2.1.2.2 Veloctry
certain hygroscopic materials). Specificatmns for ASHRAE Handbook )isis several accepted te_lmethods.
humidl,y control shall be consistent w_th the pract,ccs
cslabllshed by the American Soc,ety of iieatmg,
Refrigeraliol: and A,r-Condttionmg Engineers 5.2.1.3 Rangesof Frequencies of Temoera:.re
(ASHRAE). Variation and Limits from Mean Temperature L,mJt_
of varzationf_om meaz_temperatureznthe cooling:
5.1.3 Maintainability.Requirementshallbespecl- mediumat any specifiedpoint or pointswzti'unthe
fie,"gove_mngthemaintenanceofperformanceznac- specifiedboundariesistobedeterminedby useofa
cordancewiththeaboverequirementsm orderthat scnsitiver cordingthermometer.The ume constant
deteriorationoftheenvironmentwithtime,due to of thisinstrumentistobe no more thanone-fifth
thereductionfcontrolefficlency,anbeheldwithin
acceptableimxtsby impl'.mentationof established(I/5)oftheperiodofthe.shortestcycleperiod(h_ghestfrequency) of interest; and its resolution zs to be at
operatmg and maintenance procedures, least one-tenth (l/lO) of the smallest amphtude of
specified temperature vanatzon.
5.2 Testingof Environments The temperaturerecordingdurationsha!]be amxru- i
5.2.1 ThermalSpecif;cations mum of 24 hours and shoul0 be as long as the
5.2. I. I Cooling Medium. Whena cooling medium representativework cycle (e.g., a week). The test
other than air or water zs to be _pphed as s-part of should be performed under worst_ase conditions (z.e..
the envzronment, its thermal properties must be hottest day of year and coldest clayof year).
qualified. The standard test methods listed here may The maximum peak-to-valley temperature vana.
be used to determme the requzredproperties. The list tion is to be determmed from the recorded data for
zs not mtended to be exhaustzve, but zs onl_ every discernible frequency component, Isolated dzs-
representatzve of the many standard procedures turbances, z.e., single "spikes", are to be regardedas a
avadable, component of the appropriate frequency.
5
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LJmits fr(ml mean for es_.hfr_q"-'_1..:_:,"c;;;np_)r,_,,i 6. A3SURANCE OF ADEQUACY OF ENVIRON.
arc to h¢ calculalod as one-half (_) of the oi)served MENTAL CONTROL-THERMAL ERROR _'1
Peak-lo-vallc_ excursion. INDEX
_.2. 1.4 Mwn 7_rur_es. A thernmmetcr ;hal ]. Ihc buying aIKJsclling ol _J_ and _crv,ct:,,,iI
hambeen calibrated by conq_ariso, with a standard is con,ram I)raclJce thal Ihc buyer requests Ihc seller
Idatinum-nemtan_e thermometer m the spec/'_edcool- to pn_ucc cwdencc of lUsability to satisfyspecffica-
ing medium is to I_ used to determine mean tempera- tjons. Most questionsof melrolo_cal capability ,:an bc
tune. A recording thermometer whose output is satisfied by means of available certification services,
overusedover the test period is preferred. However, a e.g., gage block calibration by a competent agency
_ermometer withalargetimeconstantcanbeusedif In thespeczalcaseof thermaleffectserrors,itissome
itisread ata fneque_cycorne:pondmgtoone-h_f timespossiblefor the sellerto meet thebuyer'sre-
(½) of itstime cor_umt overthe_at _riod and all qmnements by showingthatwork istobe done inan
inch readm,,paveraged, env#onmer,t of a description acceptable to the buyer.
In general however, the variety of gages,workpleces,
The resolution of the test thermometer dial] be and measurementprocedures that is found m pracuce
one-tenth (l/I0) of the specified tolerance for the precludes)taring :ill requirements met by even a sinai1
mean temperature. Also, the test thermometer should choiceof standard env_onment descriptions.be standardized or ca]Jbratodso that in use it would
indicate temperatures with an inaccuracy no worse The purpose of this section of the standard is to set
than one.fourth (¼) of the specified toleras_ce for the forth a procedure for the assessment of the maximum
mean temperature, possible measurement error due to al.l ther'-.=, effects
Basically, this procedure consists of computing est,.
5.2. 1.5 Grmdient=. If a "worst case" specification mates of possible error, ta_ng into accour,! un-
to be admirastered, the locauons of the temp,.rature certainties revolved in the c(enputatmns, and expert-
sensors are to be clearly speci_ed, menially determining other e_,)r ct,,nponents. Sum-
If a maximum rite of change of tempera_ z per mmg all componenl error cat,nations gives a. esn-
unll length ;n _ given directmn or dlrectmns is ,o bc male o1 Ihc over-all maxm,im ra)_slhic error. I)=vldln_:
this number by the h)lal i_:rmlsslble err()r tr()m allachmmstered, a grid pattern dtall be estabhshcd h,
d¢line the locations of temperature sensors. In the sources (working tolcrancc) gwes a, index _( merit
case of room, box, and tank enclosures, that fraction (Thermal Error Index) thai can be used for the ad-
of the total volumeLmmed_atelyadjacentto the on- r,,mstrat=on _,f env,roamenl quality control require-
closure walls is to be exclud_ d from the grid pattern, menu.
"',Jess otherw/se specified, ,"or an or=closure '.hat is In the foUowmg paragraphs, "file standard proce-
err.pry, does not contain furru:ure, personnel, and ciure for computing the Thermal Error Index =s de-
equipment other than that used m the performance of scribed. O_Jy the most significant components of error
th.- test, the excepted volumes shall be those obtained are considered. Approximate methods of error asia-
by reducing each dimension by 10 percent. For mat=on are used. Section 20 of the Appendix includes
example, a 10' x 10' x 10' room sJ,._llbe reduced to a more thorough &scu_=on of the methods of error
9' x 9' x 9', the excluded volume hcmg that contained estunation and po=lble means of improving the ac-
_nthm 6" from the wags, ceding, and floor curacy of the estimates. However, the following are
the standard procedures.If the specification calls for testing w,th equ,pmen_
o. personnel in the enclosure, the specificatmn shall 6.1 Comeclu_m¢,=of Environmant Mnn Temperarture
inclu,_ea descriptmn of excluded areas or voJu'_nesad- Other than 68 ° F i20° C)jacent to such personnel or obJeCtS.
6,1.1 Length Measurements
Testing shall be performed over a representative
work period. 6. Y I. 1 Nominal Expansion, NE. Assuming that an
object 113a _ORVeCtlveenvironment h_s a uniform
5.2.2 Humidity. Hum=d=ty in the controlled on- temperalure equ',d to the environment mean temper_
lure In Its immed=ale Vicln=ty, =tsNommaJ Expans=onwronment =sto be measuredby any meanshaving shf-
fic_enl accuracy to satisfy the designspecifications. =sestunated by
A _ng psyclve_:ter provides an economical and NE : x (L)(_ - 68). (8)
convemen! way to n,omlor hum=dtty on a penod=c 6 I L2 Nommal D_fferennal Exl_anston, NDE The
basts difference between the Nominal Expansion of the part
6
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l| i .i L,
..... J ,L.. ;ii,i;.;C, i.. _..IH_.-- .:L" J'_tUlllll;ll ;)liieruilll.li i'_,- I_.j (_onsequmlCos of The VartJmon of Temperature
p'llP.i,,ll LIIII_ Mealurementl, Tww,)lrituro Vm'hltton
NIH', = {Ni:l,_ (Nl')nm,,, (,)) Error, TVE
Tile maximum oh_rvcd or recorded thermal d;llt
_.1.2 Measurements Ot_er than Length. In cases during either part/comparator or mastcr/comparator
of measurements other than Jength,where a standard drift test (se¢ Appendix), wh]chc'_r gives the larger
computational method Lt not given, the estimation value, d_mng a period of time corresponding to the
of the consequences of environmem mean tempera- measurement cycle is called the Temperature Variation
tures other than 68 ° F (20 ° C) shall be made according Err3r.
to formulae appropriate to the specL_c case, if pos-
zible. An example i_ _ven in Section 20 of the
A_penclLx. 6.4 Conxquenc_ of Gradients in Environment
Satisfactory formulae with which to carry o_; _e Tmralure
intent of this section are not always available because In some measurements, gradients in envlron_ient
of insufficient tecktlicaJ "kno_4ediF of each specific temperature have a resultant error effect that is
case. distinct from those described m the preceding para-
6.2 Comequences of Untmta_ntiet of Error graphs and which _s sqgmficant enou_ to be given
Comlmttfions speczal contideratzon. For example, in the use of sur-
face plates thc consequences of an envlrol,ment mean6.2.1 Length Measurement
temperature other than 68 _ F (20 ° C) _ ins.gnlf'icant
6.2. 1.1 Uncertainty of Nominal Expansion, UNE. provzded the material of the surface plate is sufficient-
The Uncertainty of Nominal Expansion is ly homoger, eous with respect to thermal expansion
UNE =K (_)(L)(! - 68)/100%* (]0) properties. However, the control of ,empcrature dd-
fetences between the top and bottom of the surface
where r is the worst-case (greatest difference from 68) plate is of pnme importance.
measured tem_xra:ure of the object (part or master).
No general formulae can be given for the estimaL, on
"Rearrangement of F._l,l_ion 7, Plralprll:Ph 3.5.9. "_f gradient temperature effects.
The fact that it is mandatory ' ,lake use of direct-
ly measured temperatures m the calculation of Un-
certamty of Nominal Expansion me_ts that the uitent 6.5 Thermal Error Index, TEl
of Section 6.4 is aut(xnatically satisfied fo- the case The sum of all the approximate therT_a] effects
of length measurements, error components from Paragraphs 6.1.6 2, 0.3. and
6.Z 1.2 Uncertainty of Nominal D/Herenria/ Ex- 6 4, where such paragraphs apply, expressed as a
pans_on. UNDE. The sum of the Uncertainties of oercentage of the total perm.lssJble error fro_ a_
Nominal Expamion of the part and master zs called sources is called the Thermal Error Index
the Uncertainty of Normna_ Dfft'erenhal Expansion. For length measurements,
6.2.2 MeasurementsOther O_an Length. In cases
of measurements other than length, where a s_ndard NDE + UNDE + TVETEl = × 100'7,, (1_)
computationaJ method is not given, an estimation of Total perrms-_ble error
the possible consequences of the uncertainties of co.
efficients of expansion and temperature r, ea_re, ifnwcorrectlon for dlflerenttzJ expanvor, is attempted,
ments shall be made accorchng to formulae appro- and
prlate to d_e :.eeclfic case if pos,:,ble. An example is
given m Section 20 of the Append.ix. UNDF_.+ TVE
TEl= x 100¢;- t]2)
Satisfactory formulae with which to carry o:Jt the Total permissible error
intent of ttus section are not always avadaM¢ because
of insufficient technical knowledge of each specific ,I a correction for differenttaJ expansion is computed
case and applied In the measurement procedure
7
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APpC.NDIX
Historical Background of btandard Temperatures for Dimensional Standards'
The presently reco_auzedstandard temperature of a new rod 0.0007 millimeters longer _an the first so
20° Celsms (68 ° Fahrenheit) was preceded by at least that =t would be of correct length at 2C' Celsius. Tl'us
two others, namely, 0 ° CeL_us (32 ° Fahrenheit), the rod was then used m subdividing lengths to produce a
temperature of melting ice, and 16-2/3 ° Ce_us (62 ° set of gage blocks m various runes.
Fahre_,helt) which lustoncally, at least, appears to From this beginning, the use of 20° Celsius as a
havebeen the earliest, standard temperature grew untd m Apr=l Iq31 the
Zero Celuus was the temperature aq_pted by the International Committee ,f We=ghts and Measures
Internauonal Con_e_ for Wc=ghtsand Measuresat adopted a resolution that, _nthe future., the tempera-
Parts in 1889 at which the platinum-mdmm b:r, ture of 20° Celsius(68 (' Fahrenheit)should I;e umver-
maintained at the lntemattonii Bureau cf Weightsand sally adopted as the normal temperature of ad]ustment
Measures at Sevres, France, represented the meter for all mdusmal standards of length. Con_,,_L:_nfly
exactly However, _ts length at 20° Celsiushad been _nost of the nations of the w,')rld adopted thls tern.
carefully determined and for many years the com- perature as their standard for length adjustment¢.
pansons of the various nataona! standard meter ba_ Thereafter, standards of length were adjusted to be
w_th the mternat=onal standard bar were made at 20 ° normnaUy correct at 20" CeLuus and manufacturers of
Celsms. gage blocks, end standard.s,scxles,tapes, £.xed chl'ncn-
France,however, continued to use 0° Celsius as the s,onal gages, lead screws, etc adjusted the.,: manu.
,_tandard temperature for length standards and gages facturlng methods so these device: wou_d be nominal-
until 1931, when 20° Celsaus was adopted mter- lye°rrectatE0°Celuus "_
nationally In an article by Peters and Boyd of the National
Sixteen two-tturds ° Celuus (62 ° Fahrenheit) was Bureau of Standards pubhshed in 19202 we find Ihc
long ret.ognxzed as the standard '.c,nperature for dl- statement, "The temperature at which the a,.tud
mens=tmal st:'ndards m Great Britain, dating back to length of the gage equals the nominal length must
theretufe, bc specified and Is usuahy taken ,is 20"( ,,rat least 1_;31 Like France, Great Britain sw_tt.hcd to
?0 ° Celsius in 1931 68°F "
A,_ early as 1898-99, C. E Johansson of Sweden The National bureau nt Standard_ mstalh.d its I_rst
cons]Jercd that the measurements g_ver, for his meas- constant4emperature (20 ° Celsius) r_,_)mfor cahhfal
urlng instruments should apply at 19 or 20° Ce!slus ing gage blocks and other dlmensiunal standards m
Since he found the usual temperature was between 15 1924 Johansson, tumselt, was responsible for the first
and 25 ° Celuus, he took the mean value, 20° Celuus, mdusfned room, _1 the Ford Motor Company'. m 1'-)26
as the temperature easJe_t to maintain and generally Twent> Ceii_us -thereafter became _e generally
prevailing m dally workshop practice used that Recommendahon No. 1 of the Internahonal
About 19U__, Johan.%on had a nominally !OO- Organization for St.andardtzat=on. Issued in 1054
miIhmeler rod measured by the International Bureau. promulgated :Is =_ among the 40 paxtlc=pat]ng
which stated thai the rod was I00 mdhrneters at countries
20.63 ° Celsius With flus lnformatton,Johansson made Therefore, since at least as far back as Iql 2 _hen
it was recorded that Johansson wa'. making his gage
blocks for America on the b,'_=s of I inch equals
, 25 4 m,lhme:ers and 7t a temperature of 20 ° Cels_u_Thl_, inff_rmlll_fl w|$ likerl, in pit! from unpubh._hed notes
of Irvm H Fullmer, former Chief of the Engmeenng mdhons of items such as gage blocks, end standards,
Metrolog_, Secl_>n The Naltona| Bureau of Slandard,, mlcromete,s, dimensional gages and products (plt ,)f] "The ( _hbtahl_n and D=mentlonAi Chan_es ,,f I'_ret.t_.,Ion
(_age Bq.,ck._ ' (_ (_ Pelert_ and H S B,_d Amer),._an machines ha_nng lead __.rews, have been manqfactu_ed
Mach_n_.t S".pte_nber 30 and October "_, ,'._2U [O 13e nominally correct at 20 ° CeJslu'., _.
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• _" The argume,t: frequently ad,rat,ced that measure. An indication of the impact on the users of the
merits cainbe made at amytemperature and corrected _ousands of precision machine to -Is ,.tsmg lead
:v d.v ... _,_,.) * pu.y "t'l"'J''l_ .............................
various c-onffmi_nt; of thermal expan_ions is valid _dc_ingtbe case of the smndard leading screw lathe m
only if the coeff'_ient_ are known with sufficient ac- use at the Nat]on_ Physical Laboratory in Great
o'racy. The mtpo,nan_ of thi= was know, at least Britain. _ 60 inch traverte of its le_d screw is cor-
forty, yean ago when, in the paper by Peters and rect to within 0.000 10 inches at 68" F. At 73.4 ° F an
Boyd of the NBS, referenced above, this tta,ement additional error of 0.0OO 21 inches wc,)_ld be in-
was made. troduced, for a total error of dbout 0.0OO 31 inches
"Anotherpropertywhichmustberecognizedwben In 1952, Dr. F. H. Rolt. Superintendent of
considering true accurate length of gages is the Metrology at the Nattomd PhysacaJ Laboratory had
thermal expansion of the material A 1-inch steel that to say about Great Bntam's change from 16-2/3 °
gage (block) increases in length about 0.000 013 C to 20 ° m 1931.
t,lches ._orevery degree C (Celsius) rise in tempera-
ture. The temperature at whw.h the actual length of "'Previous to 1931. the standard temperature for
the _;age equals the nominal length must therefor," engineering measurements (the temperature at
be specified and is usually taken a._20°C or ()/4OF which standard length gages and other gages are ad
At 25°C the length of a gage wh,¢h i_ (;ne inch at jutted to size.) was 67.'"F (16-2/3°C) In Great Br)tam.
20°C ts about 1.000 065 inches. If :' g=gc bc mea_- 0°(" in France and 20"C in some other :-uropean
ured at the higher temperature its length at 20_(" c-,untrle_ and the United State'.. T' _onfu_ed
may be computed if the expansion coefficient is statc of affairs was abolished m A_ ,_t lo31 when
known. ]f higher precision ts desired, it is not good the International Committee of Weights and Mcas.
policy to use expansion coefficxents given m tabi_s ures adopted a resolution that, in future, the ten-.
because our measurements show that the expansion perature of 20°C (68°F.) should be uruversaH_
coefficmnts of steel may vary. from 0.000 0105 to adopted as the normal temperature of adjustment
0.000 0135 depending on its hardness and com- for all industrial standards of length. Thxs change
pomlon, was _upportcd by the British Standards Institution
and put into effect by ff,e National Physma] Labo-
Th_s vanauon would pemur an unknown steel rttory at the beginning of 1932. It amounted IO a
gage that agrees exactly with a standard at 25°C to change of approximately four trod a half ten
differ from it by more than 0.000 Ol inch at 20°C. thousandths in the length of a 12-inch gage and
If the unknown piece that IS being measured _s pro-rata for other lengths. In ether wo,ds.a ]2-inch
brass or some other material having an expansion gage wluch had been true to me at the oid tern-
coefficient that differs greatl_ from that of the perature of 62°F had to be actually sh*_rtened :_
.,.tandard the effect of temperature change ts closely 0.000 45 inches to bring it true to size a:
augmented F,om these considerations it _sevident the new temperature of 20°C
that to measure or use ,_ages w_th an accuracy m British lodustry weathered _his change w)th,)u_
the mdhonth plac °, the coefficient of expansion of
the material must be accurately known, and also much trouble 20year_ ago, but w_th the genera! all-
temperature controlled and measured to at least round lmprovemePt m accuracy in latter years h_
effect a change of that magnitude today would
0 I=C " bring quite a number of difficuhies in its tram "'_
A l-inch mitre, meter caliper is required to have a
maximum error m indicate4 reading not exceeding Fc- many years, *'°C" has stood for "degrees
centigrade," the well estabh_ed temperature scale
0.00(3 l inch and a 12-inch i.nlcrometer caliper not dev_d by the Swedish Astronomer Anders Celsius,
exceeding 0.000 3 inch. if the st,andard temperature
7 o 1701 to 174-4 In keeping with the practice ofwere 23° C ( 3.4 F), the existing ,-mch ml_crometers
would bt m error by about one-thud of their toler- hononng certain lnd)vtduals who have made Sly-
trice whl!e the 12-inch micrometers would be m error mficant contributions to our ¢,'ienttfic knowledge
and development, by renaming units after them
by about one and one-third ames the tolerance (e.g., "Hertz" for "'cycles per _cond"), the use of
the word "Celsms" over "centigrade'" is now ts b¢
)" fhe Development of Enltme'_rml Mettology,'" by F H preferred, hts a fortunate co:ncidence that both
Rolt. In$tltu:e of ProdLIctlOll Engmeer'l. I, 1952 begin wath the letter "C"
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10. ADVISORY INFORMATION PERTAINING TO Ikdh (a) and (h) call r(._lll h(Jll| it;lll_ ,; hq.,d " '_
r_._.l_l_l_ld__ t_tlr _NViI_. _t_IMI_NT._ ihal Jla._litc gre:qcI CilCL:IIVCIIC.';._ a_ a c_l_dal|l Ihc ('1
ILl _ O_ E_ fOC|iVCII_ ()f a CqX)_ald I_ elk'=;l_l,r_ III ler,l._ .J! ,, lilm
cocfrlcicn! (h: Btu/hr-112-"l:). In a spccilk _:u._ .I
10.1.1 Thermal G_,idm!irms heat Now from • surfacc into • fluid, the Iilm cu-
1(l I. I. 1 Coo;in_l/Meal/urn. For raost conventional ef_cicnt is • rather complicated function of fired
metrologywork,tt_eIq_proprlat_coolingmedium,will properties,flowvelocity,_ndIFometry.To s_,-nplify
be ab andthe enclosurewillbe• room,in a build/rig, estin_tmg the relativeeffectiveness,mr and water
in which human beinp are occupiedin daily tasks, havebeenchosenin FigureI as representativeof .all
However,in some cases it /s advisab!¢to cons/d:r gaseous and liquid coolants resl_cUvely. Rough
fluidsother thanairfor thecoolingmedram, boundariescanbe establishedfor the t'tlmcoefficients
Considerstionsthatmayhaveinfluencein choosing attainablefor each of these coolant_for naturalandforcedconvection,as is shownby the verticsllinesin
a fluidotherthanai_for thecoolingmediumare
Figure1.(,) Greaterheat removalcapacity.,
"[neexpected f'dmcoefficient in slowly movlng
(b) Moreaccuratetemperaturesensingand control, roomair is about 1.0. This can be increasedby in-
(c) Avoidanceof contaminationof parts, espe- creasingthe velocity of the airup to a limitat abou_
c/allyfromoxidation, k = I0.0, wh/chis approximatelyth: tiniest hmlt for
AIR : WATER:
J_ NATURAL CONVECTION J_ NATURAL CONVECTION
FORCED CONVECTIOfq _ FORCED CONVECTION
100 .
\
Z 10 '"
i
' PART "
DOMINATES
Z
_: 1 PLASTIC
'- COOLING
- " ONE-SIDED COOLANT N
DOMINATES N
-- '--- --- T_O-SIDED
0.1
0_ I 1 10 100 1,000 10,000
h-B TU/HR-F T2_e F
FIG 1 Coolnnt-effect,v_n_s chert foe e,r v,_sus weter ,n natural end forced convect,on foe mal_'elll th,ckne, vsrv,ng
front 0 1 tO 10£, ,n The =Ol,d hnel_ Imll_rete re(jmons of part and coolant dortllnence for ,ron ind • tVpacal pla=t,c
A conchDon wO;hm the eree of oDolIpnt dorn,nance ,ndmr._tes thor ,;_l)rovtqllent tn the cOntrol of the 138r! temDerd
lure can be •¢h_,v_tcl bY ,ncrells,ng _he flow or ch_ng,ng the cool•nt
It)
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water in natural convection. Water m forced convec- more nearly equa] to that of the coohng medmm ff
f*nnh,¢ .__"Jt_.'l!_._]m,;;C.,¢f_Cl¢_i -"- r '...... ,,, -,-vc.aJhundred Ihe velocity ISincreased.
Innes Ihal of r,x)m iur. The dctrimental efrccl msa tcndc,cy to discumf()r(
The tolad restslance to heat now from a sohd wal! human personnel. Where humaf) operators are cx-
into a flumdcoolant includes the thermal resistanceof peered to work m rapmdlymoving air. the permissible
the wad!material: velocity is limited because the huma_ response to a
R = ! ! t given dry-bulb temperature :lepends on the =,rg +_- (13) velocity and the relativehumidity. At a dry-bulb tem-
perature of 68° F, a relative humzdity of 50 percent,
for a wall cooled on both sides and heated at midplane, and a velocity of 100 fpm, the temperature is felt as
and 63° F, and as 58° F for 400 fpm (see Figures 2 and 3)
The maximum permissible velocity for hum_,n cora-
l I + t (14) fortina68"F,50percentR.H.,roomisabout25fpm.Rang- E
Hdghprecmont_etrology laboratoryair velocities
for a wall heatedon one _rface and cooledon the rangefrom 6 to 20 fpm.
other. 70.L L3 Rangesof Frequenci_ of Ternl_rature
The point at which an increasein the f'dmcoef- VeriJ)rionend Limits from M_n. The du'nens]onal
ficient be_s to produce diminishing returns, is where response of an object to ambient temperature varL
the internal and extemad resistances are equal. The tion depends on i_ length, coefficient of expansmn,
diagonal lines on the chart show the boundanes of this and time constant (see 3.2.5). The time consta3t 3f an
effect for cliff,rent wall materials and one-uded and ObjeCt can be estimated from
two-sided cooling. The chart shows that for one-=ded CV
coohng of iron, the forced water convection is fully time consta_.t = ¢ =h-A (1 .¢)
effective for wadJthicknesses well over I inch, wh,lc,
for plastics, forced water convection is le_ effect:re v.here
because of the dominance of internal resistance for V = volume, cu. ft.
much thinner sections.
A = surface area, sq. ft.
10.I. 1.2 Flow RamrandVelocity,The flow rateof h = f'dmcocffic=ent,Btu/hr. ft? °Fthe cooling medium is of pruneimportance m the
control of frequency of temperature vanation, and C -- therm,d cspacitance, Btu/°F ft_.
temperature gradients. Frequency of temperature Values forCare approximate
vanatJon m an artificially :ontrolled environment is
related to lags and delays i_ the feedback control sys- Iron, Steel _ 54
tern and, thus, to flow rate and the distance between Aluminum ~ 36
temperature sensor and the heating and cooling sur- Brass"-48.
faces. Gradients are related to the flow rate, the
specificheat of the cooEng medmm and the magsutude Example:
of heat loads, as well as the distribution of the heat A steel gage block I inch square m cross-sect_on
sources m contact w_th the flow. and 10 inches long, m natural convection (estunate
In general, the higher the flow rate the lugher the h = 2)
fru4uency of temperature vanatJon and 'he smaller $4_
'.he temperaturegradients in addition, thetug_erthe r = = 0.53 hr,
flow rate the tugher the velocity of the ,:oohng 2(42)(12)
medium. This can have both beneficial and detrimental This tune constant is the tune the gage block would
effects, take to reach 63.2 percent of =t_ total change (see
The beneficial effect of higher veloc]ty_s higher 3.2.5). For example,,t would be the tune requ=redfo:
film coefficients. With lugher f'dm coefficients, a the object to change temperature 0.632 degrees after
a step change in environment temperature of one
=nailer temperature difference ,s requ=redto remove
heat from ;he surface of an ob}ect. This means that degree.
oblects, w_the=thermternal heat sources(e.g.,motors For a I-degree step m temperature m the a_r
ms=de maclune frames)or rece,vmg heat by rachat]on around the gage block of the above example, the
(e.g., from electrical hghts) will have temperatures gage eventually changes length approx_matel._ O0
1
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microinches. But it takes 0.53 hour (32 mmutes) to tat/on of drafts. Conventional registers, zt which the
_-_c 3_ .--.._r_L'."-_-z._.is -t__m,,ne_xnf r_ponse, or velocities may be 800 fpm or more are not sat,xfac.
thermal inert_, is imporUmt to the =pecifi_uon of tory. Largeinletand outflowa_asarerccornmende0.
envirmments, because it means that high frequency Full-flow ceilings are used atccexsfully to simul.
temperature variation iz tolerable. The higher the taneoudy provide high flow rate and low velocity
fr_luency, the more t,._emble it is. In cases whm'ethe needs of measuringeqmpment
Experienceshowsthatmostmachinery,instrument (68° F) andhumanpersonnel(low velocity)cannotbc
mands, etc., have a L1r,ited nmge of volume to surface satisfied s_ultaneourJy, it is recommended that the
area ratio. Quite good results axe often achieved with equipment environment and human environment be
z frequency of temperaturevarizbon (in air)of ; 5 to _,perated. Use of special air-flow boxes, Liquidbaths,
60 eye:let per hour and an _piitude of 1 degree or localized high-velocity air showers have been used
Fahrenheit. For the gageblock in the above example, mccenful]y for tlds purpose.
this temperaturevariation would caw a length 10.I. 1.5 Grodien=.Grachentsarethemostdifficult
variationof lessthanI m_romch, of =11non-idealtemperatureconditionsto assessfor
Like those of high frequency temperature varia, possible error effects. The existence of gradients, of
ti,'ms, the effects of very low frequency temperature course, implies that portions of the environment will
v_riations are not qniflcant when the part and notbe at the samemeantemperat'ure_that thecon-
master have closely similax dimensional response, sequences of mean temperatures other than 68° F
The most fortunate case possible is that in which (20 ° C) will be different in different locations in a
the part, master, and comparator (see Section 20) all room. Movement of equipment or workpteces from
have the same dimensional response characteristics, one areato anotherwill result in a change in the error
Then no temperaturevaflatzoneffect is s/gnificant. In pattern.
genera], however, there exists an upper and lower Machinery is affected by gradients in t variety or"
bait of frequenc) between wl_ch is a frequency of ways. For exzunple, a machine with a high verticaJ
m_timum differential' response. Unfortunately, zt iz column (z-mot/on) where the z-motion is controlled
not uncommon that gaging systems have their may,i- by a lead screw wallhave a progre_dve error if there zs
mum different/at response at a frequency close to the a high vertical temperature gradient. In adcLitJon._f
natural 24-hour day/n/ght cycle period, the verticalrJJdecarriesa long cantileverarm, the arr_, ,r,,,
will undergo a trans/ent changeof length when ra_secConsequently, it is um_Uyadvxsableto specify the
tolerance-to-temperature v_iat/on ix, terms of allow, or lowered.
able deviations from mean temperature which vary ac- Surface plates are affected by vertzcaJgradient._in
cording to the frequency. Closer Lonersshould be that a temperature difference between the top and
zpphed to low frequency components, and wider bottom of the plate wall cause the plate to bend. For
limits may be permitted for high frequency corn- sohd surface plates, the amount of benflmg or out-of-
ponents, flatness, 8, ts calculated by usang the following
formula:10.I. 1.4 Mean Tempe_rule, Selecuonof a mean
environmental temperature affects the cost of refriger-
L 2 L2_,3T
atzon and heating equipment, ins_latton, and flow dis- 8 _ _ = ( 16)
tributton. 8R H ] - x
Operation at a temperature other than 68° F (",.0°
C) entails consequences in the form of potential errors where
of measurement that must be carefully evaluated. L = length of the surface plate
Evaduatzon procedures are described in Section 20.
H = height'or thickness of the surface plate
The most common objection to operating a room
enclosureat 68° F, otherthan the costof thea_rcon- Tu = uppersurfacetemperature_ AT = Tu - Ti
dittordngsystem,ts a possiblediscomfortto person- fl lowersurfacetemperature
nel. As discussed in Section 10.1.1.2, a high air _¢=coeff'_cientofLir.,,_r thermal expansion
velocity can cause • sensation of m:_ch lower tea-
R = radius of curvatureof the plate.peratures and result in complaints. In order to main-
tain human comfort w_thout a reqmrement for Machine bedways are sxmilarly affected b._ both
spectaJclothing, the velocities to which personnel are vertical and bortzontaJ gradients which cause angular
subjected should be less than 20 fpm to avoid the sen- motion_ (patch, roll and yaw).
14
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Grad_nts occur bec_we of heat sources that exist rous components of measuring instruments, h,.'mldlty
- # mthm the boundar_ of the environment.For this shouldbe maint_unedat verylowlevels.How::r, for
ninon, it is difl'mcultto _Lmm_ter meaningfulre- the maximumcomfort of oersonnelin a I_boratorv
q_.Jrc,menu by _tJng in the abr_,nceof equipment wherethe dry bulb temperaturen maintainedat 6g.o
and personnel that dudl exist under eormaJ working F, the humidity should be kept It a high level. The
coa_uaas. The main inure, of heat art the electrical relative humidity recom:nended is a reasonab]e com-
_l_htingfixtures, electrical _ndelectronic eq_i_pment, promise bezwzen these two ext_,mes.
motors, gridpeople. Room enclosures with only the Probably, the most frequently heard value for the
electrical lighting fixtures present and operating have ul_per limit is 45 percent relative humidity. A lower
been retted with an observed gradient of lets tl_st limit is then selected that ,s high enough to afford a
O.1° F per foot in any direction. However, the same certain degree of personal comfort, but low enough to
room with equipment installed normally has gradients not economically compromise the 45 percent upper
of over 0.2" F per foot and high gradients of several limit.
degrees per foot near the surfaces of surface plates,
elect_omc cabinets, etc. What ix frequently overlooked, however, is that
relative humidity, m itself, ix just one of the con-
As mentmned in Section 10.1.1.2, increasing the tributing factors to corrosion. Of almost equal ,m-
flow rate will decrease the gradients. For example, sur- portance are the constituents of the atmosphere, or
face plates are observed to have temperatures on the cooling medium, in which the workpiece and mea-_-
upper surfaces of 2° F or more above the local mean uring apparatus areplaced. For example, the presence
in a flow rate of 10 to 15 chants per hour and a 0.5° of certain hygro=copic salts in the air will either cause
F or lets in 100 changes per hour. or accelerate the corrosion of iron exposed to the a_r
even though the relative humidity is relatively low. A10.1.2 Humidity. In certain measurement systeras,
a significant error can occur if an incorrect vaJue for saturated solution of lithium chloride will stand m
hurmdity is used in computing a dimension. For equilibrium with air having only a 12 percent
relative humidity. Similarly, saturated sohitlons of
example, in the measurement of the length of gage
blocks by interferometry, a 10 percent relatwe either calcium chloride or magnesium chloride w:l]
humidity uncertainty will introduce an err.orof 0.1 stand m equilibrium with air having a relativehumidity
microinch per inch of length. Therefore, in labora- of 31 o: 33 percent relatively. Yet iron exposed to air
"" tones wi_ere these kinds of measurements are to be containing any of these salt solutions will corrode
made, it Is de=arable to control (and measure) the more rapidly than ff they were not present. Again,
iron exposed to a_rcontaining ordinary solutsons _)fhumidity w_thln close limits to keep th=suncertainty
small, sea saltsshows little c_rrosion al a relatwc humida_y
of 30 percent, but fairly rapid c(,rrosJem,f the a,r h,_
There are thr-e basic requirements for humidity a lelatlve humidity of 35 perccnt. Salts arc not the
control: only corrosion-accelerzilng agent in air, so faras zr<_n
(a) To provide humancomfort, is concerned. Small traces of sulphur dioxide (a corn-
(b) To prevent deletenous effects of moisture such moo consutuent of mdustrud and urban air) wdl a¢-
as corrosion of wo_kpieces and measurement ap- celerate corrosion L_ iron at ordinary temperatures
and humidities.paratus, and.
(c) To mamhun measurement accuracy of work- Probably one of the greatest accelerators of corro-
sion in dimensional metrolo_ laboratoriesIs the per-pieces that aredimensionally sensitive to moisture.
splration residue deposited dunng handling. The
A discus " of the latter requ=rementis felt to be chloride ion in the ret,due is probably the main ac-
beyond the mop" of this stand,:d since it would deal celeratmg agent, although the fatty acids w_I]also be
w_th parameterso! materials that are not directly cor- a factor.
relative with the guidelines for environmental control
of dimens=onal metrology laboratories. Since aron, m son,. form, ,s the most common
material found in the workpleces and measuring
Requirements I and 2 are related, but are =,1most equipment in a dimensional metrology laboratory, the
diamemcally opposed. Consequently, there have been rest of this section _vdl deal bnefly with the role
numy suggest:ons given as to what ixmlts, tf any, humidity plays m its corrosm,.
should be placed on the rang_"of relative humidities
to be permitted in dimensaonal meh'ology enclosures. Probably the most exhaustive and defimtwe labo-
ratory studies on the atmospheric corrosion of metals
For max,mum protecuon against corrosion of i'er- were those reported by W. H. J. Vernon m England
15
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shortly after WorldWarI. Briefly stated, these studies Ictus that exist m the admmistrauon of the require- " _f
sho_ed that the n_ of iron in air was not neces- rnents outlined in ,%ctmn 5. Wherever possible.
mri_,yMsoc/a_,d with the dew-point as had been sup- specific procedural suggestions are made. However, a
• _ . • ^o
attack w_ identified with a critical hunddi_ very procedure thlt is available for the administration of
• conjiderably below satur_./o_. In an ordinary room each requirement is beyond the scope of this doe,,.
atmosphere of low relltive humic_ty, the process of ment.
rul_n_isinfluencedntirelyb thesuspendedpar- It isatrongiyrecommendedthateve:'yspecification '
t/culateknpuntiesintheatmosphere.Consequently. includea det,'npuonofthetestprocedureormstru-
screeningorprotectionffi_esurfacefrom_uchmat- meat thatisintendedfortheadm/nistrationofeach
tercouldarrest,orevenpreventrust.However,even requirement.Section2 of thisdocumentcontains
inthecaseofscreenedorf'dteredair,aprimaryoxide someofthemorecommon sourcesofinformatlon
l'drnwillformevenwithrel=th,elylow hurmdmes, practicalproceduresandinstrumentauon.
The so-c_ed"criticaJhumidity"valuesforironare
approximately62 percentand82 percent.Theseare 10.2.1ThermalGuidelines
the relative humidity values at which profound in- I0.2. I. 1 Coo/in9 Medium. Because this standard
creases m corrosion occur. Vemon's studies showed a has been deli_rately kept as genera] as possible in
l_adu_ Increase in corrosion with increasesin relative order to permit the use of a variety of cooling media,
humidity from 0 percent to 99 percent, there is tittle [hat can be discus_d here beyond that
Based on Vernon's studies of the atmospheric cor- already presented in Section 5. The user of th_s
rosionofmetalsandthestudiesconductedby,orfor, standard:scautionedthatthepropertieshsted:nSec-
theU.S.Navyon thelong-termpreservatJonofmate- tion5 areonlythose_,hatpertazntothethermalbe-
rials(OperationMothball),it isgenerallyaccepted havnorofthecoolingmedmm. Forspecificcases,other
that therewill be little or no destructnvcorrosionof properties_ch as coh_r, opacHy,odor, tox_c_t),
mctalsIf theyareheldat 30 percentrelatnvehumnd_ty acndity,lubrncnly,etc. may bcvcry_mportant.
nna reasonablypure atmosphere, _.e.,frecof harmlul 10.2.1.2 Flow RareamdVe/oc/ry._,smer,tn(m='d,n
particulatematter such as_lts andsulphurdioxide. Seclmn IO.l.I. a_r ,s Ihc n).sl widely u_cdco_dml:
By usingprotectiveoils or _easeson the basesur- incdlunn_ m d.ncn_no.al metrology ial'._ral_)r=e_,)r _-._
faces.Ironcanexistwithoutfurthercork'osnonata cnch_=rcs,aith_m,l_,the pos.s_hlcu._ (,Ia Flu,_
relativehumidityof45 percent,providedthesurfaces medium,==,omc=oclosu_c.,,annotbeoverh,_kcd.
tobeprotectedarecleanedasthoroughlyaspossible When a_rnsusedasthecoohngmedium,there=sa
to chromate possible hygroscopic dirt particles before tendency to have ntflow at relatively low rates to pro-
the protective coating ts apphed, v_d.- as l'ugh an effect=re temperature as possible for
To retterate, the presence of moisture ts essential the occupants of the laboratory cons,siena w_th the
for naturr.1 corroraon to take place at normal tempera- 68° F design specification. Ttus '.endency, aside from
tures, presence of hygroscopic matter on the surfaces the effect on the fdm coefficients chscussed AnSection
can accelerate the normal rate of corrouon, and the 10.1.1.1 and 10.1.1.2, creates problems when meas-
presence of certain materials, such as salts, cPdonde unng the air veloctty. At velocttles of 0 to 100 fpm,
tons, and fatty acid; can precipitate corroraon at the flow pattern nsfrequently very unstable. As a _e-
relative humidity levels weft below saturatmn, suit, the mass turbulence level may be of the same
An upper limit of 45 percent relative humichty has mag_'utude as the velocity. Consequentb,, it becomes
been suggestedfor dimensional metrology liboratornes imperative that any instrument used be properly
provided, of course, that normaUy bare tron surfaces calibrated, and the uung personnel be aware of both
are clean and protected wtth some type of coating the lim_tattca'x of the instruments, and their opera-
tnon. For example, several types of thermal ane-
10.1.3 Ma,nta,nabih_. Operatingandmaintenance mometers (so-cagedhot-wire types) can be used ,n
proceduresmust be promulgated that,tf followed, will ttus range; bu: the accuracy of the measurements .,t
ensure mamtaimng the performance of the dimen- the lower end could be questionable, even though th_
sio'aal metrology enclosure w_thm its specified design precision of the _easurements nsquite good A.nothc_
limits example, non-d_re:t_onal instruments are us_a',dl)un-
able to distinguish between large-scale turbute_ce ant:
10.2 Tesrt/_ the mass velocity of air Tables 1 and 2 hst various
The purpose of this section ts to g_veusers of fl_s types of instruments commercmlly available to meas _"
standard some understanding of '.he practical prob- ure either flow rate or velocxty, t
]6 g,
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The Reynoid's nmr referred to in Table 2 it a 10.2.1.4 _ Tm'_eramre. Mean temperature ts
" _ _men_on_pa/mnq,_, used to delqnate the ratio of not measured directly (see 5.1.1.4). However, '2,e
the inertia forces to the viscous forces in a fluid tempera?me m'_tor.recorder lyste_ usod to measure
motion that occurs at the transition from laminar to the temperature= from which the mean temperature ts
turbulent flow. calculated must have adequate mntitivity, precision,
)_rements nude usin8 the kinds of in_trmnents and accuracy and must be uJed properly so u_at the
calculated mean temperature will fall within k'ceptable
shown in Tables I and 2 are frequently mad(, _ther in
the ducts conveying the air, or m close proximity to confidence limits.
such ducts. It should be recognized, however, that this 10.2. 1.5 GrKlien_. The effect of thermal _adients
may not lpve a complete picture of the actual air can best be measured by closely monitoring the tern-
changes in the room since the mr leakage into the perature of the master, the part, an(J ,_e comparator
laboratory caused by w_r,d or temperature differences during the actual measurement and appty;ng the neces-
are not indicated by these means. ConsequenlJy, ff a mr,/ thermal differential corrections to the measure-
more accurate delermmatmn of the to_ai change ume mcnt results.
=srequ=rcd, =t m=ghl be nec.'t_ary to go h) a measure- The _;.mpostt,o. and flow rate ot lhc coohng
ment system employi,;_ a thermal conduci,vlty c,.n- mcd,um _h()uld bc m.ml(_rcd f._)r conhnucd crm-
parator and a trace? _;,s. In flu:; system, a km_wn h_rmancc to dcs_gn.,,pct;dic.attons.
a,"_unt of" a tracer _ ?usuallysome percent of the
tot== "tar volume_ i_ rele:4ed into the room and !0.2.2 Humidity. Humidity is to be measured by
allowed to thoru.ghly mix with the air. As the any method havmgsuffic)ent sensitivity and accuracy
.,;tease.occurs,tlusmixture becomesdiluted. The con- to as_re the basicdesignspecificatiom ate met.
ducttvlty comparator is then used to measure the de-
creasem concentration at regolar time intervals. 10.3 Operation and Maintenance
The mf'dtration can then be calculated from 10.3.1 Thermal Guidelines
C= Coe -tr/v (17) 10.3.1.1 Once the heat transfer into an enclosure
where has been established, it should hold fairly constant as
long as the physical integrity of the enclosure ts not
C = concent=atio_ after t minutes, percent disturbed. Some long-term shifts due to a_png of theCo = m;tial tracer gas concentranon, percent
k = mr'titration rate, cubic feet per minute materials, such as the wall msulauon, may be ex-
v = volume of room, cubic feet peered. Normally, however, this should not pose a
e = 2.718. sermus threat.
Installation ,)1 heat-producing sources adjacent h_Th,._ infihral=on tale can then be usc,J .to correct
the c,mtr()lled ench)sure should bc _,vo_ded d at all
!lit, _l_w rate ylc]tled by rising the more (.(_nventzt_nul
p_,_,ble because _: the puss_hle effect un the hc_l
m.,trumcn_ Ira_l_ler If a recah.ulat_un _,,fthe heal tra.aslcr sh(,uld
sh,)w a stgn,fican_ charge that could alf"ec! thc thermal
?0.2. L3 Ranges of Frequencies of Temperature stabdtty m the enc;')sure, addmonal mmlat_on may
Vat?alton god Ltm/_ from A4_a/7.The main factors to be requ=red.
be considered tn choosing an instrument or II'lstru-
ments wuh wluch to admm=ster temperature variation If the mtegrtty of the enclosure _srnai._tamed and
requ=rements are the frequencies of interest and the the condmon of the f'dters, the hghtmg system, and
cooling medium. The instrument chosen must have a the atr-¢ondit=omng system =s mamtamed at a suf-
s_nsmg element w_th a time constant small enough fic_ently htgh level to minimize desqar_ons in tempera-
that the haghe_t frequency of interest =sdetected and ture. coohng medium flow and velocny, httle else
_played w_thout stgn=f_cant attenuat;on or distortion, should be required.
10.3. ?.2 Flow Rate lind Velocity. Periodtc mare-One point frequendy overlooked ts that a sensing
element may have a different tune conslanl _r each ?chance of the cooung medium distnbutton system _s
medium _t _sm. normally suffictent to miuntam the eslabUshed coohn_
rnedmm flow rates and velocities provided the layout
Example of equipment m the enclosure has not been suffic=ent-
Bare Thenrustor ly rearranged, or new instruments have been added
T_me constant m aar-3 mmutes that could disrupx the tmual cooling medium Ilow pat-
Tame constant m bqutd-3 seconds terns.
]9
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10.3.1.3 Ranges of Fmqu_qcie= of Tempermture 20.1 Estimation of Com4Kluanm_ of Man Environ- ,._
V_--.i_-.t.i.-,e,j_/...,',_.,'_ /_r,_m._M___,.Th._ '"!!y W':y ,m__.._lT_,mnmra_mt Other llhanU" F (20" CI
I.r Ihe k'curacy and p,eclslon of the Iempcrature 20.1.1 Length Meac,urome,ts. 'lhc a_c.,_ii,cnl .t
,_nslnK syslcm to ¢Cll_lJfl within llnc su_eslcd iimlt_
r_ h, a rc_larly _:l_luled slafldardi_-',hon and/or Ihc C()ll.'.,_(.]llCn(:cs,)f lemlx:ralurc"; other Ihmll (:_" I'(20" (')arc e;+uly (_htalncdhy mta.s of cttuall,),,_ lh,,I
calibration program to be ¢slablilhed and followed, give the Nomlr,al Lhffcrenlml Expan.shm in tern|s ol
Apenodic maintena -e prolpram is recommendcd the Nominal Expansionsof the part a.d masler
for the temperature control system for the enclosure
to assurethat the desqp. :ntena are satisfied. NDE = (NE)p - (NE)m (18)
10.3.1.4 MeRn Temperature. If the procedures and
lcven in the other sections of 10.3.1 are followed, the NE = KL (T - Ts). (19)
established .,,can temperature should be maintained.
Combining these equatzons, we get
I0.3. 1.5 Gr#dients. Becauseof the dd'ficu]tzesen-
countered in establidKng and maintaining thermal NDE = goL (To - Tj)- gmL (Tin-Ts) (20_
stability m a dimensional standards laboratory, a = L [go (To-Ts)-g,, IT,,,- Ts)] ...
program of continued vigilance to ferret out causes
of instab,hty ts strongly recommended. This is par- Assurmng that the part and master both are at the
ticuiarly important during the periods when measure- mean temperature, Tv = T,,, = Tree (the only re_on-
ments are actually being made. able assumption unless thermometers are attached to
10.3.2 Humidity. The specified humidity limits both the part and master), we see that the error IS
should be maintained by any suitable means, reduced to insignificance If the coefficients of thermal
expansion approach cqu-',llty. And th,s is true even
with d large deviation o[ Ihc xncanenv0ronmentaltem-
pcrulure frt)vn 68 ° F (20 ° C)
20. ADVISORY INFORMATION PERTAINING TO
Ik'cau.',e the great inaj()rlly of manu[actured part',THE ASSURANCE OF ADEQUACY OF ENVI-
and gage', arc or ferrous nlalcrlals having _Imilar _.(_cl-RONMENTAL CONTROL
ficients ol expansion, many 0ndustr,es, particularly
!n this section it is assumed that the measuring those where tolerances arc m tens ol thou_ndths of "
equipment and the thermal environment exist, and inches, have successfully fur,(.tioned without concern
that normal or expected operatmg conditions are zn oveJ the effect of mean environmental temperature on
force. The object of the discussion is to describe the manufacturing accuracy In many :uch situat:ons, an
manner LT,wluch one goes about determining the ex- arbttrary lnt, stence on 68 ° F (20 ° C) temperature con-
tent of measurer_aent errors resulting from non-ideal trol leads to unjustifie2 increased cost of manufacture.
temperature conditions. As tolerances become tighter, as the parts become
The ideas and methods described are those found bigger, and as the materials of parts and masters be-
_,n fairly common usage by metrologasts everywhere, come more dissi.rrular, the consequences of mean en-
But, for the first time, these ideas and methods art vlronmental temperatures other than 68 ° F (20 ° C)
unified and formally presented Some of the coc_cepts become correspondingly greater. Here It ,s to be noted
presented may at first appear strange and unrelated to that :n recognition of the possible consequences of
previous expenence. The 3-element system concept, mean _v_ronmen,al temperatures other than 68 ° F
for example, wdl probably fall in this category. How- (20 ° C), it is not uncommon te _nd the following d_-
evel. with a hide patient study, the concept will be tlons in use
seen to correspond to common notions, and its (a) Special gaging or masters made ()f non.re,rib
utihty in a disciplined mvestzgatlon wall become clear. ,he same material as th(: parts,
The other notion that may, appear to be new ,s tha: (b) C,)mputat,)n ()f corre-tt.ns which arc apphcd
of the uncertainty of the coe|ficnent of expansion, to the Indi,a_ed vah,es of length. 'fhe required ¢.(,m-
[ach of these concepts is examnned and reduced to putatlon method is derived from kquat,,m 23 "The
a practical procedure in the first four of the followLng correction is _et equal to the negative of the \ominaJ
paragraphs Differential Ex pans_on
The last paragraph of this section ,s devoted to ex- Correction = -NDE _? 1 )
plainingthcThe:mal krr,_rlndex _nditsuse Corrected Length:As-readLength+Correctlon (22)
q
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As the wl)rkln K I(deranccdecreases,both ()f Ihcsc m making the mcasurcmcm_or hccau,,c()1 tl_e J_K._ll(_lt
• _ prtN;cd;Jru,.,lad to)be "_alislac|t)ry I'_(:all._ i)l Ihc iliad.- aI which the i_.le-aMIrUlil('illi_ iil;IdC I:ol CX,llll|,tc. Ihc
lti|ud¢ ()Jthe IJneerlalnlyof ,_OllllnalDif;crentiall-x- f!tcrmonlcler ii._d nl;,ly IN"IllaOL'uralely c:lhhr:,letl ,_r
par:zion(._ee20.2). havea hui;_-,n,_l_urccol error._JchasIhc _ll-ilcaling
cfl(:ct foundinresistance-bulbthermometers.Because
20.1.2 MemurementsOther than Le_jth. Prucc- oftheself.heatlngeffcct,rcststance-bulbthermometers
duresand formulaefor the assessmentof the effects can be very preciselycalibratedm liquid baths and
of meanenvironmentaltemperaturesother than68° F giveerroneousreadLngsonmetalsurfacesorm air be-
(20° C) as ample and straightforwardas thosepre- causethe heattransferprocessis quitedifferent in the
tented in the precedingpara_apb are not usual]y pos- different cases.
sible in cases other than length measurements.
Location of the temperature.measuringprobe is of
For example, consider the case of an iron bedway significance because of the possible g_adiems. Use of
casting of a machine. Becat,.sethe casting may have room air temperature values taay introduce errors of
both thick- and thin-walledsections, the physical com- a degree or more. Readings of direct-contact probes
position of the material may not be homogeneous, re- are more rehable but are stdJ subject to error because
suiting in a non-uniform coefficient of thermal ex- of gradients within the object whose temperature ts
pansic;n.The magnitude of such a variation m expan- being measured. An effectwe means of assessing the
sion coefficient may be as much as 5 percent. If the validity of a glven location is to compare effects _f
non-uniformzty is distributed as a verttcaJgradient, several locations.
raising or loweringthe mean temperature will result m
a bendmghkethat;_roducedby aver*tcaltemperature The appro_,_htake." In formulatl.lg -'.hcstandard
gradient, pr(_ccdurefor estimating the effects of Uncertainty _,1
N,_minal [)tffcrcntlal Expansionis to rcqul_e th;lt
TI_ cflect is the same as that observcd In the well- part arid mastertcmpcrulurcshc measuredt. deter-
known bimetal strtp, andcanbecalleda"'bimetalel- mmeworst.-t.asedcviatil),,sfrom 68° F This prc,ce
leer', dure, as noted in 6.2.1, for lengthmeasurements.
The bimetal effect m structures of nominally one takes into account the effccts of gradients in the ap-
matertal is relatively small compared w_th the effect paratus, as well as ,r, the room m which ,t is located
of temperature _adients For example, a base casting If part and master temperatures are not me,_sured.
like that mentmned above would have to be sub_ec:ed the estimation of the conseauences of uncertainties of
to a temperature offset of 20° F before the bending computations must include con=deration of the un-
approaches that induced by an upper and lower sur- certainties m the temperatures used m computing the
f_ce temperature dtfference of only 1° F. However, in esttmation of the effect: of temperatures other than
s_ructures composed of two o, more gze,_tlyd.issu_ular 68_ F. Equauon 7 =smodified as folle:,,s
materials thal are assembled at 68° F (20 _ C), the bi-
metal effect can be qmte s_Smficant.In such cases the UNE = (_ + 9) (L) (t - 68)/100°7_ (23)
effect of mean temperatLres other than 68° F (20° C)
where _ =,&t/" -- 68 X 100, or the possible percemagecan be properly esttmated orgy by taking into account
the thermal stresses that exist, error in the estimated d;tference between the part or
master and 68° F. At is the estimated possible error _n
Exastence of severe b_metal effect can be avoided temperature differen:e
only by strict control at 68° F. With proper attention to the simple, well-estab-
Evaluation of the effects of mean temperatures bshed rules of precision thermeme_ry, the uncerta,n-
other than 68° F reqmres that the net effect of the dis- ties due to temperature measurement can be easd_,
tort=ons of both master and part be determined, reduced. In the usualcase, however, the effects of un-
certainties of coeffictent of thermal --xpan_lon values
20.2 Conmqu=nee_of Uneertaintiet of Computa_ons are much more difficult to overcome
There are two .kindsof systemauc errors that occur Coefficient of thermal expansion data are published
when the effects of mean temperatures other than ,n tables in many handbooks and other sources These
68° F (20° C)are computed.They are the erro/s m the values cannot be used without consideration of their
values of the temperatures and in the coefficients of applicability, i.e., their uncertainty. Uncertamues =n
thermal expans=on that are used m the computations the published data arise because
Values of temperatures used in computations car, (a) The material of the elements of the measure
be =n error because of defects tn the instruments used ment system-part or master or both-differ from the
21
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nuterial for which the data are given. The differences i . _.
my be in chemical compo_tion, physical compos,- EX_R,MENtER"'0'- V /
Uon, or both. -_ /J/
(b) The published values are usually the result of _ J/
e_eralPng data from tevend experiments and from oz
L.veraJ experimente_. Comtequ_ndy, the data reflect _ o 74
the.effect of experimental b_. _ entre ..a
(c)The, ,i,ed, ues68'" for:era- "peratures other than F or for a range of tempera- z_ _.,,.-v_
rare other than that of the computauon. _ ,
The National Bureau of Standards, in calibrating
steel gage blocks, assumes an unc,*rtainty of the coef-
ficients of expansion of ±5 percent when the heat and 2o,
mechanical treatment of the steel is known. The IEMPEJIATURE
preczsion of the coefficient is (1) about e3 percent FIG 4 SvnO_t,cExl_r,mef_4llRetaJItsof ThermalExpan
among many heats of steel of nominaliy the same s,on _,,rmnTs
chemical content, (2) about ±,0 percent among
several heat :reatments of the _ steel, and (3) about
±2 percent among samples cut from different loca- _ v _e -:V v •
ttons m a large part of steel that has been fully an- _ _
nealed. Hot or cohl rolling will causea difference of _ _
Other matenals have their own _scepttbthty to un- _
certainty of coefficient of thermal expamlon,depend- _ _ j_' _ -
mg on the effects ofchemlcalcontaminan_ or physical _- ^ • ; c¢ _ '_ * "
structure. Some materials have gram structure effects _ _" " _ " '
in terms of expanszon coefficzents that vary wzth _ _ 302 STAINIFSE STEEl.
direction. _ • 14t , _ t , t "%'
The typtcal thermal expans,on measurement _ '- --4o -?o _ 2o 4o _
conductedw_th an apparatuscalleda dttatometerm TEmPeRATURE. C
whtchaspecu'nen,usuallyrodshaped,sshcatedand _ts
change of length measured. Another form of dfla- _,G
tometer measures change of volume by Arch,medcs"
pnnc;ple, resultmg m a ,..oeffic;,:nt of cubical expan-
aon. For homogeneous (nonchrectmnaBy sensmve) of change of,:ngth, A/., a; a funcuon of terv,,',cralurc
matenals, the coefficient of cubical expansmn has a where ,'XL ts defmed as zero when '.he temperature ,_
value three omes that of the coeffioent of hnear ex- 68 ° F Thts ts the usual form of raw data from dda-
panslor: tomer experiments
F_gure 5 on the other hand ts a plot of the meat-.
Th,. f_,', .hat the typical te_t spec_rr_n bears l,nle (or average) coefficient of expansion from 2'3_ C,
resemblance "o real parts, w_th consequent uncertain-
ties m composmon and treatment not reflected m ex- Lr - L_o 124_
oenmenv, d data scatter, _ggcsts that decreased un- _ - L,-0 (t - 20)
certamtaes can be obtained by ,hrect measurement cf
each specific object, or full-sc.aJe ddatomet,'y plotted at _. The data for t = 20 ° C are denved f:vm
the slope of the thermal expansion, d AL/dt. at thaiFtgures 4 and S represent two posstble ways one
may fred _ermal expanszon data presented m the spectai temperature
hterature. Ftgure 4 is a synthetK case deliberately Ftgure S glv_ results from ..,everal m.,est_gators
overramphfied for the _urposes of th_s d_scussaon F_gure 4 shows h3w two mvesttgators may ,)btam dff-
Ftgure 5 ts ;anactual case. Note that Ftgure 4 ts a plot fcrwg results that are reflected m F,gure 5 Both
F_gures show (1) the _atter ofexper,mentaJ data a,,2
" Data cou.rtes', of Richard K Kffby. tI.S N B.5, ,,.-final kx- (2) the nordlnear nature of expansion relan',e to ten,
p=ns,onLabore">rs perature Data of th_s type are the source ,_ all
t,
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tabul2ted ct_fFv:lent of cxpansmn data. The pub- It is strongly urgcd, h_)w_vcr, that whelevcr p_-
t
! _ value, however, variesaccording to how _e ex- uble s_ns]Uve electronic indicators and strsp-chart
.: perimenttl _ta are mterpreted. For a Ungle invests@- recordersbe used.
,:;on, the value del_nds eta how the trend is rater- Though a drift test camne performed without any
preted, i.e., how the averase curve is httea. _or mui- neces=ity for knowledge of tempentture variat=on, tt =s
tipi¢ immstilpttiom, rite value depends on how the often adw-_ble to record one or more temperatures
attt is _vtrtl_d. either for use ,. later correlation of two drift tests or
For example, published v_l=s for pure or element for reference if temperature variation is to be later ac-
aluminum it m.po_'ted as 23.6/° C at 20° C m Metals cepted as a method of monitoring the process for
Handbook and 22.4/° C at 20 ° C m Machinery's Hind- validauon of the Temperature Variation Error esn-
book.*/dr, o, m Metals Reference Book, Table 2, the mate.
=vertg,e from 20° C to !00" C it given as 23.9/° C; Lad Just as in the case of displacement measurements.
in Metals Reference Book, Table 1, the average from tt is strongly urged that all temperatures be automats-
C° C to I00 ° C ts #yen as 23.5/* C. call), recorded. For this purpose, recording resistance
element thermometers, especially those w_th ther-
20.3 Ettirrmtitm of l_ _ of T_mlaertture m"-tor sensors, are reccmmended.
Vlti6,.on
An esumatlon of the consequencesof temperature 20 3. 1.2 Equipment Tearing
variation can very teldom be obtained by direct cal- 20.3.1.2..l Displacement Transducers. Aside from
culatlon Therefore, the pracedures de_nbed m this the usual calibration checks, electronsc mdscators
sectson are based on an experimental approach Io the should be checked for possible _nsltlv,t:, to the
estimation, thermal enwronment in which the drift t,:st IS to be
The basac experimental procedure used in the _stt. performed. An "'electromcs drift check" should be
mauon of the consequences of temperature variation conducted _y blocking the transducer _,nd record,ng
is the dnft test which is described m 20.3.1. Dnft :est the output for at least the same period of tsme as that
results can Ix interpreted in a vanety of ways to ob of the drift check m be perforrred. "Blockmt:'" a
tam zn e,,.t.matton of Temperature Vanauon Error. transducer ts to mdke tt effectwcly :ndlt.atc (m Its _wn
One n: &od ts descnbed more fully in 20.3.2 along frame, base, or carmdge. Figure 7 ihows u carmcge-
_" with other methods of interpreting drift test results type hnear variable dfflcrcnt,al transformer blu,.kcd
that are not standard, but may be useful because they by means of a cap or capture dev=ce which holds the
are lets conservative mad may provide develc7ment of md=cator armature m a fixed pout,on relative to the
concrete grounds for negotiating tke acceptabd,ty of cartridge.
thermal effects errors m special cases, Dunng the electron,cs dnft check, the entsre dls-
Th: rationale for both the dnfl test and the est,. placement recording system should be located
mat,on of Temperature Vanauon Error ts g_ven m nearly as possable as =t wdl be during the drift test
20.3.3 m an explanatmn of the concept cf the Electromcs drift tests have been useful m prov,ng
3-element system, that, m many cases where electromc indicators have
20.3 ] Drift Test Procedure been the suspected source of drift, the) were innocent
and the real cause was thermal drift The cummercmll)
20.3. r. t Equiome_r. The object of a dnf'. test is avadahle cartndge.type LVDT gage heads have been
to record relattve displacement in a 2-element system proven many rimes to be especially free from drift('se,: Section 20.3.3). The most direct method utdzzes
electromc indicators _hom output is recorded on a 20.3.1.2.2 Temperature Recording Systems. The
strip-chart recorder Some measurement processes, temperature-mea_unngand recording apparatusshouid
such as the measurement of flatness with an optical be thoroughly tested for cahbrauon, response, and
flat and monochromanc hght or an mdmatmg m_- drH-t.
crometer do not lend themselves to the use of auto- Resolutmn of at least 0.1°F ,s recommended Tsme
matsc reed,drag Therefore, in some cases st wdl be constants of sens,ng elements of about 3 mmutes are
necessary for a human operator to observe the drift recommended for mr temperature sensors 30 seconds
and record numencal values and corresponding clock for hqutd and surface temperature sensors. Air probes
tame. These da:.a can be subsequently hand plotted, must be ,htelded from pos,uble radmtson effects
20,3 1.3 Preparar,on of System for Test An es-
*Calculated from 12.44 um/m/* F at 68*F senual feature of the feature of the drift test ts that
r;'
Itll
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condihons dunng the te_t mus! duphcatc thc norn,a]
-'T conditions for thc pro_"_ as cknely as l_ihlc._,, ALl Theref re, before the te$! Is st rted, ormal condtllons
t, At _ _.._---I._----.--._ must be detezmmcd. The Ittep-by4tep procedure h)l-
L _ : L__.______L' _LL_ lowgH_ in the _bject proce_ mu$! be fo_owed tn thelame u)quence and with the lame timing in the drift
test. This is espectaJJy important in terms of Lbc aC-
L-_. I -ons of human operators in mastenng and all •
pre_ry setup steps. With a_ littie deviation from
normal procedure as po.-¢ible, the d.ispltcement _rans-
6e t-_; ) t*_T ducen zhou]_ be introduced between the part (or
master, d,'eending on the type of drift check) and the
rest of ,_e C.frame such that it me_Jres relative dis-
FIG. 6 Efl_:_ of un_'uant,ll of ¢oI4f,olntt of •xl_n$1on placement along the line ofacuon of the subject meas-
on Dirmi_b_ tollflncmLPart horn,hal_zt of L
urement process.ruth toler_,ot tAL. To_'_ )snttluc:t¢lto zAL"
wtWnhymntlmt_raturl mT t AT The temperature-senang pickup must be placed so
as to measure z temperature wtuch iscorrelatable with
the drift 3ome trial and error may be necessary In
the extreme case, temperature pickups may have to he
placed to measurcthe temperatures ofall.()f the acttvc
elements of the measurement ]cx)p.
20.3. l.4 Repr_en_tive Time Period for a Drift
C_IHItIDC.,E'VWz tVDI) Test. Oncc _t up, the drift test should be allowed toB/CTmC_)CGAC_.4HEAD-_ / -- CiJV_PING_IEW
,\ [-_ continue as long as possible, with a mimmum of
_1_ deviation from normal operating conditions, in situa-rn
UlJUl ] laons where a set pattern of activity is observed, ,tsl \ duradon should be over some penod of time dunng
cAnuu otv_ct wluch most events are repeated. When a 7-day v.,ork "-
week is observed m the area, and each day is much
like any othez, a 24-hour durauon ts recommended. If
a 5-day :york week zs observed, then either a fuII-FING;; "Y_
tacrlo,..,c ,N0,C,'C_ - week cycle should be used or checks performed during
'\, the .first and last days of the week
,_--_____ 20.3. 1.5 Posrch._ckProcedure. After the drift tes:,the dL_pl_cement transducers and the temperature
'_-- c_,p recording apparatus should be restandardlzed.
20.3. 1.6 Examl_le Drift Test Result_. Figures 8 and
9 are results from ¢inft tests conducted on a mcasunn[_/--- MIll 011
/ machine/gage. Figure 8 ts the drift recorded over a
24-hour period for a system con._st,ng of the master
and comparator. Figure 9 Is the drift recorded over the
• . succeeding 24-hour penod for a system consisting of
_uto cott_,ro_ the part to be measured aad the comparator in both
cases, unb_ent temperature at a point near the gage
was recorded and is plotted m the corresponding
figures.
CAPACITANCE
#'-GaG_.U¢ 20.3.2 Teml:_ratureVariatmn Error. Figure 10/
, showstheresults othpart comparatorm.,e,i] comparator drift tests for a real measurement process
In this case, amb_en, temperature readings were oh-
tamed simultaneously w_th each drift _est for the pur-
F;G 7 pose of approxtmatmg the p,opel phase relat,onship
24
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FIG 10 Re.suits of I_art/comparator and m,llSl"er/coml:_rator dr=It tests of a _ ,n an Inr,oec_son Shod Tests t_,r_.
condu.'_ed on SUCC_SlVe days The data ire suOer;,npos_ on clock Ivm_"
The two sets of data were supenmposedon a ha.usuf When the quahty of the drift data permits, _t v,_ ..
clock time, which appears to glve a good overall agree- sometimes possible to app!y the more pre_.]se evaiua-
ment in amblem temperature vananon t_on mettnods dl_,_ssed m Section 20.3.3 whach are
less conservative. In the example of Figure 10, httle tsThe ambient temperature variation on the two suc-
gamed by tins procedure be-.ause the max'murr, dff-
cesslve days has a wetl-defmed 24-hour component ference between the two drift curves, which corre-
with an amphtude of about 1.5 F. Superimposed on
thas are hagher frequency components with periods of sponds to the possible error for shert measurement
from % to 1½ hours. From these data it is possible to cycle times ,s stall about 60 m,cro,nches. Th_s _s
compare the 24-hour cycle characteristics because of probably because of nonrepeatable components c,f
temperature vanatnon m the two days testing Tlac da_
the repeatability o, ._e e_vnronment at thas frequency.
on which the master/c.mparatur drtf! test was per-
but phase relattonslups at the higher frequencies are formed appe._rs to have had re.re severe high
not dtscerruble because or n,-,nrepeatab,hty, frequency temperature c.mponents Thts d,,a.repam._
At the 24-hour frequency, *..hemaster/comparator appears to exaggerate the true part/master relative
and part/comparator drift curves are in phase and drift. Further drift tests to obtam results for more
have very nearly the sane =mphtude. Thss ts a clas.uc consistent temperatu,' varvanons would be ad_nsahlc
example that shows the importance of measunng m thascas¢ if Temperature Variation Error is the maj<_r
cycle time beeau_ the larger amplitudes of drift are thermal effect =n this measurement process.
a=ociated with the low frequency, whereas the smaller 20.3.3 The 3-Elemen_ Sysmm Comeept The mag-
=mphtudes of dnft are assocmted with the lugher mtudes of the effects of temperature vanat,on are de-
frequencies, pendent on the structure of the measurement ap-
For short measurement cycle tames, say I hour, the paratus and not only on the size and composmon of
pro_:edure for evaluatmg Temperature Variation Error the part and master as was true in the p,'ev_ous sec-
l_ven nnSec',ton 20 3 I results m a TVE = 60_um For _tons. Also unhke the other components o_ thermal
measurement cycle times of 12 hours or more the error, Temperature Variation Error depends on the
TVE = 120_ m work habits of the person making the measuremer,.
2o
¢ ,..
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FIG. 11 _ thrle elementsOt• leogth-n_lsuringsvstlm.
One of the s_nplest sttucture._ is that encountered to temperature variation.
m the measurement of the length of an object with a Figure 12 _ows the cSmensaonal response of the
_. pge block and a column comparator. Figure 11 show_ three elements of Figure ! ] for an assumed smusoidaJ
a schematic reprrsentative of such a system.As can be ambient temperature vananon. For sunplictty, ";_e
soen, it consists of a part, a master (the [;ageblock) hypothetical system consists of three elements of the
and a comparator. Thus, the system consist_ of three same material but ,"zfferent time constants, ,he largest
elements, being that of the master, the smallestbeing that of the
In Fibre ! 1, each element is shown to have a part with the time constant of the comparator between
charac)enstic length; P = part length, M = master those of the other elements.
length, and C -- comparator tength. In the measure- As can be seen. the resul; Is that the 3-d,menslonal
ment process, C LS first set equal to M, then P Is
responses differ m amplitude and phase, it should bc
checked to see dP = C. noted that dimensional response data m this form Js
If there were no temperature variations, the meas- rareiy obtainable, because it requires the use of an in-
urement process could be straightforward. However, dependent apparatus that must itself be unaffe=ted by
because of temperature vanations, heat is constantly temperature variation.
being exchanged between the three elements and the The data of Figure 12, if it were obtainable, can
ever-changing environment, easily be interpreted for an estimate of the Tempera-
if the time constants of all three elements are not tore Vartahon Error. It is only necessary to coasider
the same. they wdI ::.spond to temperature variations the effec' of the measurement cycle as follows.
such that ;t would be possible that all three elements Suppose that at time T,,_t the comparator is
will never mmuhaneously have the same temperature mastered. The act ofma_ngCandMequal causes the
And even if the tune constants were all the-mine, and dimensional response curve of the comparator to be
their temperatures always equal, they may not have shifted par'allel _o itself (the comparator Is "zero
the same length, except when all are at 68 ° F (20 ° C), shifted") as shown by the dashed curve, if the part is
because o_ different coefficients of expansion, checked without delay after mastering, tt is found to
For each element, its time constant, length and co- be too large by the amount q. If, instead, the part ts
efficmn' of expansion defines :ts dunenstonal response checked much later, say at time Tn,2, the part wdl be
27
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I con_Jdered in the ¢stimalr of Temperature V.',r,..tJo. "9
. Error
I _--I, MT(p) Because the data of Figure 13 have bec. c,m-
• _ _ _ como_A'o_ 'c _L,',_,c!e_f._n'_m.,t.hed-:-=of __,re ;7,.".ophz_ _.nc.-':-
= / I I _ //- _.s_, _) tainty exists and the Temperature V=nauon Error can
z° / __._ be extra:ted emilY" F°r examide' f°r a mastering'_ cycl occurring between time= Tin= and Tin= and a ,
,,,_ L- error q is L..aply the difference between the two
i curves.
u The effect of mastering is to establish a new base-
l line for _e part/coniparator drift curve (PC). Thzsnew basehne is sh wn in Figure 13 as the line (O-O)
' I If the measurement of the part takes place at time
I Tin•, the resultant error isr asdetermined previously
.... 1 ---- If a scrsc.,,of like parts arc ,uspectcd l'_tween[,mc_
T.I I'm2 Tin, and Tin=, thc con_quenccs of Temperature
nMf _ Variation Error rangefrom +q to r.
in thecase that the clock times at w_ch mastering
FIG. 12 S4_P,_lesteschf-st=ted*_s,onsI retoonNof a 3- occurS are unknown and unpredictable and the me•s-
elementsylffemto • _nuto_lolambment-ttml3era- urement cycle time isvery short (mastering with each
tur¢,•,,at,on measurement and negligible delay before the pan is
respected), the po_ble Temperature Vanauon Error
is +-.x,or the maxumum difference , .'tween the two
found to be too smag by the amount r. if the com- dnft curves at any given ume. Because of the short
¢arator is remastered at twr,e T,,=, the comparator
curveisagain shifted, resulting in new magnitudesof ,.
possible error. - -.=...m DRIFT_ +
BecauseTemperature Variation Error resultsfrom o 'the variation of the differences of the charactensuc
lengths, It is possible to separate the 3-element system
into two 2-element sub_.ystems. For example, Figure
13 shows the two curves that result when the com-
par•for vanattons(c) are subtracted from the part and _-"
master dimensional responses (PC and M..C). These
data might have been obtained by recording theout- __
put of an electromc indicator, such as is found used
on modern column comparatorS, when the part and
master are, succe_zvely, m the comparato_ w:hh the
mchcator contacting the part and master, r_=p,.¢ttvely.
Data such as this are the remit of drif: tests. _n the
next _ction detailed procedures will be glvenfor the _j_conduct of rift tests follow d by a discussion of
methods of interpreting dri."_ test data to obtain an
estimate of Temperature Variation Error.
The main problem inmterpretang suchdata results
t from the fact that _i _snot potable to conduct sunul-taneous part comparator and master/comparator drift
tests. Consequently. addmonal data is required to FIG 13 Relat,_ drdt comgoml.nttfoe• :_.@lementiyst•m
determine the proper phase relationship between ',he (tame exemO{eas,n F_re 11}.P-C,s the relet,vedtdt betweenthe pert lind ttle coml_w'•tor,and
two recorded drift curves, or the posuble con- M_ ,s the ro,at,_ Or,h_n _hen_,e, ,,a
sequences of unknown phase relauonsh_p must be the_•tor
28 ,.
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r'-z y,._ eye which is zraumedto have no effect|re dlmenuo,'al( } II responseto ambient tempe:aturevariation.
,_ In length-mea._ringproc_aes,however,a3-elemcnI
system is always found. For example,considerthe
_s shown in Figures14 and ]5. Thc former is the
-- _se of a measunng machine _ machinetool with a
[ • , l leadscrewservingas master,in Figure 15, .he meas-
/ I m'_ urementprocessisshownto consistof changingfrom
._._..:.---_-__-_-_--__---__ posiuon(a)to position(b). The analogybetweenthis
caseand the sLmp]e3-elementsystemof Figure I ] is
seenif it i¢realizedthat in thetwo configurations,the
compirator is composedof a portion of the lead-
screw,the nut and table support for the part. These
elements, though appearing to change, remain m a
FIG.14 khemmieofmup u===lto m_mrep_n on,,lelW structural loop, while the part and masterexchange
• w,m. _-_ew m_. places as members of the loop.
The case shown in Figure 16 is that of a l.mch
(b: [7 _ indiczlangmicrometer used as a comparator. The
_. master is a gageblock. Figure 17 showsthe same¢,/
(_ micrometer usedto measurethe part without check-
ing zero. In this case, the micrometer frame plus
screw,openedto the sizeof the part,constztutesthe
master. The same structure also fulfills the funch,m
,r_r] ! of comparator.
@-=-.:::=:-_---_:Z_ in Figure 18still the sameIT nimetcr is orough,
lid Ill null DOlllllln and i zero correc!lOD IS made he.
i _ fore the part is measured. In this casethe master i._
j that portion of the scr w that ISw=thdrawn t make,A ,/_ room for the part. The rest of the micrometer forms7/
the -omparator.
giG. 15 $¢hem_t,c of _tup us_l to measure part on • g_e Consider now a 2-inch indicating micrometer and
_th • liacl-_crt_meltlr Themeasur,n9 mcluonc'e the following case. The part ,s 1%inches m diameter.
,I • changefrom (at to (b).
measuring cycle tune the comparator is slaved to the
master so that the eomparator contributes nothing to _
the error. The error, therefore, is _
(P-C)- (m-c) = P - M. |
Tim errorisdependent only on the difference between
the master/comp=rator drift and the pan/comparator
dnft and the clock tune at which the measurement is
"t
made If the measurement cycle time is longer than I
the penod of the temperature oscillation, the maxa- --- _ '...__ _
mum pos._ble erroris +-.v,or the maximum difference
between the two drif! curves regardless of ume. GAGE4 --_IItCX::K _iN.
Note that .v isslightly largerthanx. _;: _L__
In some d_menstonal measurement processes the
3-element system reduces to a 2-element system. For INDICATOII _1
exampl-., the process of nleasunng flatness with an
optical flat under monochromatic hght, _sa case of a
2arlement system. The comparator here is the human FIG 16
_i, 29
;)
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Q Thc last four cases.'showhow Ihemastcrandc,m- " _,i
pmralurcan ix: .... h_, .I............
pru_cdure.
20.4 _encm of Ten_ermumGradients
Effects of grachentsin mean enmronmenta]temper-
ature are um_ily accounted for m the case of length
measurements under effects of temperatures other
than 68° F or under consderations of uncertamtm of
temperature measurements. Consequently, the ma,n
concern here is the effect on measurements other than
length such as a measurement of flatness. An example
of the est_mauonof the effect of temperaturegradient
on a measurement of flatness ts given InSection 10 l
1IN. To satisfy the intent of the Thermal ErrorIndex,T
computation of an estimate of the consequences of
uncertainties of computations as discussed in Section
20.2 must be perfolmed and added to the estzmatlon
of the consequences of temperature gradient and the
consequences of temperature variation(Sechon 20 _,)
FIG 17
20.5 Thermal ErrorIndex
A I-inch gzgeblock is used to master the micrometer Thl_ ',landard dl)e._. I),,' rcc.mmc.d vahJc_ Ior the
The masterm this casets the gageblock plus thai Thcrmal Error Indcx Suchvaluc_cann()tbc stalcd
portion of the screw, approximately ½-inch iong. without regard to other sourccs of erroJ in the meas-
which is withdrawn to make room for the part (see urement process For example,a Thermal Error Index
Figure 19). of I0 percent amgns to thermal effects that frac:lon
FIG 18
30
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F:G 19
of the working tolerancethat isusuallyconsideredt(, niquesandconditions,somegoodandsomebad.
include the compositeeffectsof all err,r s41urces.11) A Thermal Err,r Index evaluation pcn_i/c_ a
given ca_s. the permissiblevaluesdependon the measurcmenZpruce_ u, threecounts.delp'eeofconlruI thal ismaintainedeve,all aspectsof
the measurementprocess,nncJudingth. skill levelof (a) Existenceof temperaturesother than6,8° F
personnelIn a machineshop,a valu_oi 0.1 may be (b) Ex2stenceof temperaturevariations
just:fiable while in a metrolo_,' laboratory :t may be (c) Z._Jster.ceof temperature gradientspossible to increu¢ the value to 0.2.
The main objectiveof the Thermal Error Index is The sameev_uation rewardsgood techniquesby
to conveythe quality of ameasurementprocesswith decreasingthe ThermalError Index for (1) attempt-
respectto thermal effect. As such,It ismainlyan ad- mga correctionfm thecomequence_of tem_ratures
ministratlvetool. otherthan68° F, (2) keepingenvironmen_Cvariations
It zsto benotedthat oneway to reducea Thermal to a mir,alnum, and(3) maintainingacceptabletern.
Error Indexis to increasethe workangtolerance.Con- peraturegradients.The act of performingthe.evalua.
seque.ntly, It serves as a feedback device to, reform Zion results in the knowledge of what techniques or
management and designersof the degreeofabsurdnty conditions can be changed to achn_.'_ethe greatest tin-
of a specified tolerate. The Thermal ErrorIudex does provement with the least effort. For example, nf Tem-
nothnng more than estimate the maximum possnbJe peramre Variahor. Error is found to be the great-"st
error caused by thermal environment conditions af- source of error, the measurement cycle nine mzy be
fectmg a particular measuremen_ process. It do¢_not reduced such tha; the Thermal ErrorIndex is reduced
establnsh the true magmtude of error_nany measure, to an acceptable value. Thus, by more frequent master-
merit It serves to remove doubt about the exastence rag, a_ some nominal increase m c,per_tmg expense,
of errors and to estabhsh a system of rewards and possible m_sapphcat_on of capital to Improve tern
penalizes to processes that are combinations of tech. perature control nsavoided.
31
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3_I_0DUCTION
Generally speaking, an error budget is a systems analysis tool, used for
prediction and _trol of the total error of a system at the _tslgn stage for
systems wbare accuracy is an Important measure of performance. Given a
system-e_:or goal, an error budget can be ,dad in a a_n_zol IK_e to set
individual Subsystmm error limits, while also making tr_de-offs that balance
the ler_l of difficulty _C the subsystems. In a predictive mode, proposed
subsystem design can be assessed for error oontrlbutlons, leading to a
pr_dlcted overall system error. _pically the puedictive and control modes
are iterated repeatedly.
A significant break-point occurs when the required subsystem error limits
exceed the state of the art. Within the state of the art, the error budget
can be used as an aid in ainla/zir_ th_ OVerall system cost. Beyond the state
of the art, the trade-off alternatives are those of accepting a less stringent
system-error goal or accepting the time and oost required for the necessary
improvemRents in the state of the art. Obviously the larger the required
improvements thinmote speculative the devel_e_t process _es, but the
error budget remains useful u an assesement tool.
To the author's knowle_e, error budgets have not been used in the design
of nachlne tools beyond the example to he presented later in this article, and
hence the su_j_=t is not well developed. The following section contains the
general approach applied to the example; suggested areas for further
daye:l_mer.>_'&_ given at the end of the article.
MACH_ _LERR_RB_S
BASIC ASS_MPTIGNS
Two basic assumptions underlie the use of an error budget for a machine
tool. T_- first is that the instantaneous value of the total error in a
specified di:ectlcm is the sum of all the individual error components in that
_irection (i.e., linear superposition is valid}. The second is that the
individual error components have physical causes that can be isolated and
controlled or measured to allow reduction or prediction of the error
magnituae. Both us_ptions are supported by the discipline of machine to_l
metrology, which provides methods for the measurement of individual errors, as
discussed in Sec. 7.0.
ERROR B_PGET FLO_ C_%RT
Figure 9.14-i shows +_e overall process of genereting an error budget,
illustrated for a two-axis lathe, from the physical sources of error at the
9.14-i _
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1_ft to th_ errors of th_ workpiecs at rim right. The falloving p_ragraphs
v111 elaborate on _he va:ious stages; unde:Iinod terns =re defined in the
emnt_ces in which they first appear.
_CZS, COUPLIHG _ AW) DXSPLACBq_T
The displacement errors are the distances be_n the surfaces of an
actual and _ ideal (perftc¢) m_kpiece. The 41splaceaent errors are always
measured in tbt _iti_ direction, i.e., nontal to _ ideal vorkpiece
surface. It is useful to _ote that even fo¢ • general-lx_rpoee nachi._e tool
intended foc _,F part shapes, t_ sensitive directions aay be restricted_
e.g., £or a lathe, _be X-Z (sli,_ axis) plane containing the spindle
_nterline is the pl_e of _LI sensitive directlon_ during cutting, and hence
c_erable displa_ent errors in the Y &irection are _on_ensltive, being
tangent to the _rkpiece surface.
An error source is the pbymical _use of • displacene_t error, and a
oou_li_,g-echanim is th_ physical f_cto_ that conners tl_ _wo. Error
_A_s need cn!_ be as fu_entat u is useful, i._., •urface finish can be
degrad,_d by seims/c ground aotlor_ vhich can be further explained by study of
the earth •ciences, but _e kn_wle_e of the amplitude end frequea-/ of the
seismic aotion_ is •u_ficient. In this e_!e, =educing the resulting
displacement error to an acceptable level _pen_ emtlrely _, _ design or
selection of adequate vibration isolator• f_ the coupling mecbanla. This
example also illustrates t_at the ooupling mechanlem i• in general • transfer
function in tb_ dynalic system senss. The transfer function _-y range from
elementary _ very xxsplex. _ e_le, qli_eway _itloning error due to
o_fset (perpendicular distance from the cuttd_ tool to the llne of
action of the position measuring system) has an_lar motion of t.he•lideway as
the error source and the o_fset distance as the o_upllng mechanic, making the
transfer functio_ a simple multiplier. At the other extreme, rc_-temperature
variations as m_ error source hav_ a o_mpllcate_ time-hlstory effect on
tool-to-_orkpiece displacement e_ror3.
T_re are _ difficult points in _aling with the error _ource; in _n
error-budget analysis. T_e first is generatin_ a oc_plete llst that doe' not.
o_it any significant sources. Sere the past _peri_ce of those _c_pilin9 t_ =
list is the primary factor; there is no known test for o_mplete-=,s The
second area of difficulty is in assessLn9 magnitudes, both fo_ the error
source and for tie displacement arru_ rusu/_ing ftt_ th= r_,,cce and the
_upllng mechanic. Ideally one would prefer to _ave c_plete detail on the
displacement errors Ei, including their variation wlt_in the nachi_ work
zo_ an_ with time. H_wevez, it is _:nreasonable st the d_sign stage to expect
more _han a peak-to-valley _nv_lo_e bound on El, toget_r with _me
approximate knowledge of the frequency of veria_ioe (temporal or 8patial_ ',
w_thin the _nvelope. M_gnit',_e estimates shoul_ be s_q:_orted by calculations
w_erever possible- these may range from simple order-of*-_a_nitu_e estimates _'
_e.g., temperature sta_illty of 0.01eC runs a steel bar (G - 11.5 x I0-_
per eC) of 1 a length will change in length by 0.i15 M_, to computer-based
finite-element calcul_ti_ns of _tructural _fc_matluns un(_erload. 5Gee
w
aagnitudes can only be estimated, such as the _for_ation of the workp_ece by
the clamping fixtures c_ the wear of the cutting tool.
It is worth noting that the machine tool designer is udually f_ced with a
problem of divided res_x_slb_lity in constructing _n error b_dget, unles_ &
complete turnkey facility is being provided for machining specified
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vorkpieces. If the user locates the nachine in a poorly oontrolled thermal
with a _i_ vazi_4:y of uo_kpi_ ahape_, materi_.is, fizt_ea, and cutting
tools, the }rr_ eitiaation process _es Kre difficult. Bevertheless, it
i8 r_en_ed that all error mources be i_]uded that influmn¢_ the final
vorkpiect accuracy. If desired, the final result can be rec_mputed with
various ass_tJons regarding those error _o,_ces havir_j divided responsi-
bility, to det:erair_ the sensitivity of the total error to these assumptions.
WC_KPIECZ _ __ES
Consi_ring a circuler cylinder as a simple but specific example of a
vorkpie¢_, it il ¢lea_ that ther_ can be several workpiece error categories,
su_:h as:
• Size (diameter_ length),
• Form (roundness, stzaightnes_, end1 flatness).
• Surface Finish (sir or _d, with or across lay).
Since different error _ourc_s $i _ay p_o_uce displacement errors Ei that
fall into different wo_kpiec_ error cat_ories, A, B or C, in Fig. 9.14-I, it
is important to choose c_tego_ie_ that are a_aningful for the intended end use
of the wor_pieces " possible (a_ain raising the problem of divided
responsibility), l_e that th_ _ata_ori_s given can be separated according to
the spatial frequency of variation alon_ the work_ _ece surface, w_th average
size _.EEOE beil_ a e_c_ (_EO frgnq) te_, ll.E._,;e finish having _._ mc_t
rapidly varying sl=atial frequency and fo_ errors being in between. When
_ealing with error _ouzc_ _ving a t_al frequency, it is rmcessary to
d_termin_ the _patiai frequency that will resul_ o_ the workpiec_ surface by
use of typical m_:hinLng parameters. For e_le, a lathe spindle turning at
1200 rpm {20 r_) with a feed_ate of 0.15 _/rev will yleld a feed speed of
3 _/s. If surface fi._ishis _nsi_red to consist of wavelengths shorter
than 0.75 _a along the workplec_ surface, then the temporal frequency in the
surface-finish category will be higher than (3 _a/sec)/(0.75 _m), or 4 Hz;
lower frequencies will contribute to form errors. Increasing (or decreasing
the spindle spe_d or feedrate per revolution will i_crease (or _crease) t,he
transition freque,,cyof 4 Hz. Since any given source Si may cause a
displa:emenu error Ei in more than one _orMpiece error category, each
possibility should be examined.
ERROR DIRECTIONS
After q_neration of a list of uisplacement errors in each category, it Is
preferable to separate these _nto error directions along the machine tool axes
(X and Z for a lathe, Fig. 9.!4-_). In t.h_surface-finish category, the3 may
not be feasible, since many of the sources are vibrational, and it is
difficult to predict the direction of vibration in a cmmplex machine tool
structure. The r_ccI_ended method is to estimate a maximum amplitude and
ass_e it to _e _m_~idirectiunal.
CDMB INATOR/AL RULE
Given the displacement errors by category and direction, the next
question is what cu_Dinatorial rule to u e _n c_mbining t_m into a single
9.14-4
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displ_ement ecro¢. If tJ_t _t of ecrors hn_ czmplete detail, direct addition
cDuld be usod to gen_•te • map of t_ resultant displacement erro_ u •
rum:rich o£ 811asvay l_sltion, time, etc. In the _e probable ms• of no
a o_bin_eorial rule ts n_• difficult. The end use of the vorkpioom is also
a factoc in the selection pro_88. In omm applicatio_ _ averaging process
o_'uzs, making in rns _to: mmplitude meaningful, while in others, tht largest
isolated •trot peek L8 crucial, regardless of the perfection of the remaining
murf_. In the first casa a ststistloml tzes_nt is obvi_dsl.v indicated.
In the latter extreme, • conservative approach is to sum the individual
displacement-error _it_es _itbmetlcall¥. Jk_ver, this approach nay be
extremely consecvativt, due to the vtry low probebiltty of all H errors bring
at • maximum simultaneously; statlstlc_ =an al_o aid in asaesslnq
probability o_ exceeding sane auJ_aximua _aplitude.
The ras error _plitude _Sto t Zo_ N individual erro:s of varying
amplitudes RMS i, provi&ing tha individual arrozs ate _meorrel•_, i8 simply
RMSto t - (_i) 111
i-i
Use of Bq. (i) requires an rm_ _nplitu_e foz each displacement error,
whereas the pr_i.g discussion has used • total _ peak-to-walley
amplitude I_7i (separation of _ parallel lines montaining the _rror
signal). The t_ Bplitu4hm are _nnectt_5 by an 8_uatlcm of the form
I_ i = K " _. , (2)
where K is • numerical facto_ a_pending on the probability distribution
of the error signal between the bounding lines. The values of K f_
t,hr_edi_tri_Lion3--• pure $Lnusoid, a signal with uniform probability
density, and t2-$i_na Gaussian---a_e 2.83, 3.46 and 4 _ respectively.
Unless mor, detailed information is •vail•hie, the middle case is
re--ended (K 8 3.46). In_ivi_mal error tra_s are typically not
Gaussian, although they may show _mne central tendency, causing the
uniform A_nsity a_mption to b_ somewhat _nservat!ve; in any case the
other two values of K differ only by about ±20%. The result is then
RM_t°t " _..o (FVi)
(3)
•q. (3) can be a_plled in Fig. 9.14-- to error _Bplitudes EIAX to
_X to yield EAX, and 80 on fo- E_<, etc.
_ORKP ILCZ ERROR
Given the resultant displacement error by direction for each
workplece erro_ category, the.__orkp_ece error ol Fig. 9.14-1 can be
predicted in each category from knowledge of the a_)rkpiece g_,
i.e., the size and shape as shown on an engineering drmr_, j. For
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wo_loc¢ surf--s having a slope _le # with reelect to tJ_t X axis, the
fo_a_a fat tm errar noca_ to tbe surface in ca_acy A is
J f • .
and simil&ly fac ocher cata_ocies. _1- [4) des_ibes an Ll_ipse with maJoz
and mino_ vales of _ md B_. If _ and _tZ ==e _1, the _ipse is a
circle and the arr_ is _ldtrect/cmal. If the err_ is not omnidirectional
and the workplac_ contains a oontim_usly varld_ coatou_, II. (4) can be us_
to calculate t_ er_o_ at sel_:t_ points along t_ _ontou_ for the purpose of
estimating _ _vera_e _ror. 1_¢ cases _here the _orkpi_ geometry is
unknown, this sectian can be omlttea.
nACKG_O0_)
A properly sharpened natural diamond cutting tool will cut in exact
accordance _ith its edge location and can produce • mirror finish on a variety
of materials if the machine tool has a sufficiently low vibration lev_l. This
has created interest in the use of machine tools to fabricate reflective metal
optics. While it offezs t/_ Ix_siDil_ty of radically asi_h_ric shapes that are
not reasonable to produo_ by coaventional optical _iguEin_ a_ polishing
methods, it also requi_es accuracies that are I0-I00 times mo_e stringent than
those usually expected of precise machine tools. Efforts in this direction
have progressed to the point that dl_neters belo_ 0.5 m _n be _lamon_-turned
to figure accuracies of the order of 100 ma (4 _in.) re8 and di_eters up to
2 n done f_ accuracies of the order of 250 _ (20 IJin.) rmm. Interest in
accuracies down to 13 _m (0.5 Din.) in sixes up to 1.5 m led to a study for a
new machine, knuwn as _ Large Optics Diamond Turning Machine. Because the
ac,hiev_ment of these goals would require a major effort, _evelo[_ent of an
error budget was made a part of & preliminary _elign study. Due to time
constraints on subsequent design and constzuctlon, improvements in the state
of the art _re limited to moderate eztensions by methods reasonably
well-defined at the outset.
An overall v_w of the abo_ machine is shown in Fig. 9.14-2. The design
and the error budget evolved by mutual interaction; spaae does not permit a
full description of the process or of the resulting 6_sign. E_wever,
Fig. 9.14-2 illustrates several features:
• Use of s1_metry, such as s _rtical spindle axis (gravity along
workpiece centerline) and a bridge design for increased rigidity.
S_etry causes several error sources to be self-cancelling (zero
_oupling) o
• Interfercmetric tool-path measurement, with interfexameter beams
contained in evacuated telescoping tubes.
• Metrology frame, a structure kept free of v_xiable l_s to serve as a
measurement referenc_ datum.
Ot._er features will be noted in di_cusslng t_ various error-bridget emtries.
Two workpiece error categories will be presented, surface finish and
radial fig"are error. • wavelength of 0.i ml (0.004 in.) was chosen as the
transiticm between the two. For a finishing cut faedrate of 4 _/rev and
i00 rlm, the associated time is 15 s. For tb- optical systems in question, an
9.14-- C'
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Z Ixi$
Tool bar (counter b,_fanced)
Tool Oridge travel 0.5 m
X axis travel 0.9 m
Interferome_er
beam tube
Face Diane Mecrology
1.5 m die. frame
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rss _ror msplltudm i• meanlngful and was _ed in both categorie•.
Displacement error• wmre e•tlaatmd _s Deak-h-Pvalley as_li_, aria _
uniform probability den•ity ass_mption leadln9 to _. (3) was enployed.
SURFACE-FInISH _ BUDGET
Surface fini•h i• dogr_ by a variety of mourom•, many of which are
difficult to quantify. For thi• reaso_ the entries in Table 9.14-1 are
largely deri_ from experience and ar@ tre•ted a• amnidirectional.
The fir•t four error source• in Table 9.14-I are sources of vibration
e_:it, tion. _ternal mechanical di•tuxbance• come from the fact t_at the
pneumatic isolator• tranmtlt Be i_actior of seimic disturbance• and
building vibratlorm to the machine, as do various electric and fluid power
line•. _ noise i• also an excit•tlon source; a machine r_ with
sound-ineulatod wall• i• required. _r•ulic vibration refer• to noise
cre•ted by flow of tumperature-controlled liquids through or over the machine
to maintain a •table temperature field. The •pindle _i_ entry is •Jailer to
the fir•t catogory, but refer• to excitation from tbo floor-mounted motor
being tranlaltted by a low-influonce drive ooupling. Imperfect •pindle air-
pressure regulation will cau•o the •pindle f•ceplate to rise and fall; the
entry shown oor_espond• to 0.03t change in gage pressure fo_ time periods
•ho£ter than 15 s. Theoretical fini•h i• the height of the •callop-shaped
cuts causod by the finite ad_an_ pe_ revolution of a round-no•ed cutting tool
and i• one of the few entrie• that can be calculated. In fact, the magnitude
was cbo•en to ba equal to the other mailer entrie•, leading to the feedrate
quoted in the earlier calculation of the 15 • transition time (a••u_/ng a
0.75-me (0.30-in.) tool radius). The e•timate for imperfections from the tool
edge and the cutting mechanics is based on experimental data from the
literature. Tho resolution of the control system becomes significant when
approachin_ tangency to one axis. The metro-controlled tool mount is a
luw-_plitude, high-bandwidth position servo mounted on the lower end of the
tool bar, driv_1 by the position-loop error signals of the main slideways; the
entry represent• a o3mbination of the tool mount resolution and the accura=?{
of its position mea_ur=ment sensors. The last two entries in Table 9.14-1 are
associated with the interferometers. The first applies to the distance
interferometers, and i• a consequence of imperfect beam-splitting of the
two-frequency laser beam, causing a cyclic di•placement error once per
wavelength (633 r_). The last applies to the straightn,_,ssinterferometers,
which operate in still air at 1 ate and are subject to any difference in index
of _efraction caused by pressure or temperature differences between the t_
equal-length measurement arms; the estimate is ba_ed on experimental data.
Performing the root-sm_-square operation of Eq. (3), the rms value _
found to be 4.2 rumor 42 _[ ((1.17_in). This result is sumewhat smaller than
is typically observed on existing di_ond turning machines, especially larger
machine_, but is larger-than the best achievements on =-aller machines, which
approach I0 A ram; hence the result is achievable in principle.
The numerical results of Table 9.14-1 can be u•ed to illustrate a f_ature
of rm_ error _plitud_ when the individual amplitudes are comparable, that the
total increases approximately as NI/2 (exactly, if all _plltudes are
equal). Adding another entry of average size 4 _ (0.16 gin.) increases the
calculated result by about 4t co 44 _[,as does multiplying by (12/11)1/2
= 1.04. Thus the consequence of overlooking an independent error of a typical
magnitude is not serious if N is reasonably large. Ar_ther feature of ram
9.14-8
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_JDIZ 9.14-1 I_rf_-e-finlsh error budget.
_k-to-Valley
amplitude
Error mo_oe mm (_ln,)
i. _xternal n_nical disturbances 5.0 (0.20)
2. Airborne noise 2.5 (0.i0)
3. _ydraullc vibration 2.5 (0.i0)
4. Splnd._ drive 2.5 (O.lO)
5. Spindle air pressure 2.5 (0.10)
6. Theoretical finish 2.5 _0.10)
7. Yool-_kje/cu_ting mechanics 4.0 (0.16)
S. It_ rtsolution 5.0 (0.20)
9. gervo-controllad tool mount 10.0 (0.40)
I0. Interferoaete_ phase distortion 2.5 (0.10)
ii. Index di_farence-straigh_ness 3.5 (0.14)
Interfercmeter
Sum of _quares - 215.75 (0.3452)
rms val,Je (Eq. 3) = 4.2 r_ (0.17 uin.)
or 42 A rls
9.14-9
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errors, the tendency of the larg_ e,_cie8 to des/hate the results, can also
be st_-wn f_cm Table 9.14-1. IE Imtry 9 (i0 _) had beQn ore/tied, the result
u_uld drop by about 25_ to 31 A; if ntcy 9 were Increas_ to 20 rim, the new
result would become 66 _, over 50_ laurgtT.
RADIAL FIGURE-ERR£_ BUDGET
Figure error along a radial path Im dlstlnguiRhed fr_ _.imut_l figtzce
error (along a circular patb around the axis), the lattez _elng _aused, for
example, by errors in the spindle truth of rotetlon. Figure errors are ..
distinguished from surface-flnish errors by spatial waveler_hs longer than
0.i am (0.004 in.3 or temporal Erequ&ncie8 lower than 1/15 Hz.
table 9.14-2 8hou_ the various _urces of raKJlal flgure error and the
associated amplitudes Ln the X a_d Z directions, which will be discussed in
turn.
The inCerferonetric measucmue_t of po_itlon is fundamentally limited by
the stability of the laser frequency. The error _qnltude corresponds to a
• M3LE 9.14-2 Radial figure error budget.
_.m.vmJley .Imlpnat_
X-d_ec_on Z-du_mn
Enm source am (_n.) am (_m.)
140mLk_ntntsffwome(iws
Lama cmmd (requm_y 3.0 (0.12) $-5 (0.22)
Inda o(rdructmn 3.0 (0.72) 5-5(0.22)
Opqa_ eil_l_ fKt_s $.0 (0.20) $.0 (0.20)
Slilll[[ht ne_ mterf_ometers
Pith lenlph ddfac, nce 3.7 (0.15) 3.7(0.15)
Optu:mJtqs_d_'fmnct 15._ (0.60) I.%0 (0.60)
u,,,,dexdlfflence 3.5 (0.14) 3.5 (0.14)
RmoluUon-mm_ok_/ frsnwdrdt -- 6.3 (0.25)
Conaol system
_w>.a_nU'olled tool mount i0.0 (0.40) 10,0 (0.40)
Tmmp4n_ure contyoi
Met_olOl_ s_ructmlJ loop 10.0 (0.40) 7._ (0,30)
Spu_lle IPOWth -- 40.0 '_,,60)
WmkpuKe thermal boundzr_ U,y_, 210.4(I..22) 34 4 (I,38)
Spt_ ssr supply pr_m_re _ 7.5 (0.30)
C,_n_ml Imd_n_ 5.0 (0.20) --
l_omm]'K IXeUure 4.0 (0.16) 5.0(0.20)
No n,machme factors
Tool nose roundneg iJ.O (0-50) 13.0 (O.JO)
Workpze fixture d_ 7S.0 (3.Q_) 60.0 (2 _0)
Wofkpmce body folrc¢5 ,2_.O (I.00) 20.0(0.80)
W,wkpmce mtegnml unbaJmnce .ado(I .00) 20.0 (0 30)
Wo_l:p_ce re_d_J meat 25.0 (I.00_ 20.0 (0.80)
Sum o( mlmres 9128 (14.60) 8207 (I 3.1 3)
rmtwl/v_(Ee ,-2) 27.6mm(I.lO_m-) 26.1 nm(i.05 _n.)
9.14-L0 '_' ' -
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drift of 5 parts in lOt; tbim value Is _]..1. within the rotate of the art for
laboratocy luars using lodlne-ctll stablllzat/on, but is more stringent th
the 3 parts in 10 e f_ mezcially available heteroay_e lUe:l and hence
......... '.... "....... Ic,_al _velv_.enL _ • _,,_uu_u. tu _erciai
practios. The difference in the nmRri_cal ,nllues fX X stud Z came from
saxisus difference in arm iIm_ths, which is _ler fo_ • even though it has a
larger travel, because of the sl_s_tric arran_mlnt of beam paths.
variation of the index of refraction within the beam psth, also 5 parts in
101 , can be achieved by laintainlng • wacu_ in the beam t_es between 1 and
15 aillltorr. The optical and electzic factors include items such as beam
collimatlcn ned spatial filtering, Lrror scatter and non-flatness, etc.,
which te.nd to produ_ poorly defined frlnqes, plus detector noise, amplltude
sensitivity and electronic Jitter/ the mmplitudeS are eltilltes.
Figure 9._4-3 l_K_ • lOlls•tic dlagrm of the stralghtnels
interferometer for the X axis. As noted earlier, the ltralghtness
interfercmeters operate in a ltill-alr enclosure with arm lengths that are
nominally equal; ezrors can be caused by actual differences in arm length due
to inaccurate system setup, _ by air currents, etc., that cause index
differences between the t,_o arms. Since the beam• traverse the two optical
flat_ as the X-posi_on changes, differences in flatness cause errors. This
error is very sensitive; _ amplitudes given oorrespond to leas_rement of the
flatness differences to a_out 4 nm (i/6 _/in.), with storage and subsequent
recall from • m/croprocessor m_mory. The geometry of the arrangement shown in
Fig. 9.14-3 is also sensitive to slight rotatlcms of the metrolo_/y frame; a
scheme foe leasuring su_h rotations using the difference of the upper and
lower interfarometer readings is resoluti_-llalt_ by the mount shown.
The only long-term control-system error is the residual error of the
servo-controlle_ tool mount, which as noted _arlier is _iven by the error
signals of t_ main axis drives. The error magnitudes shown are bo-ed on
resolution and linsarity error of the tool mount displacement sensors.
The metrology structural Icop_ will be temperature stabilized by a large
Zl_w of water within an enclosing shroud (not shown in Fig. 9.14-2); the
magnitudes shown are calculated from an ability to measure and control the
incomlng water temperature to i.i x 10-*°C (2 x 10-*_F) and a possible
temperature gain or Ices of half this amount fr_ inlet to outlet. These two
error sources may be correlated and hence are assumed to be additive rather
than independent. The estimated valise for spindle growth, due _o heat
generated during operation, is based on extensive computer calculations of an
internal forced-air cooling system. The workplece thermal boundary layer
arises from the fact th_,t most of the energy ex_ended in rotating the
worKpxece in the sea of sir around the machine is dissipated in a thin layer
at the work'piece surface, which becomes significant for the case shown of a
1.5-m diameter rotating at i00 rpm.
The sour__e of error associated with the spindle air supply is the same as
in the preceding section except that the present estimate is for long-term
drift. Gravitational loading is due to small tilt errors in the self-leveling
system of the pne_atic isolators, causing a distortion of the metrology frame
in the X direction. Barometric pressure effects arise because cf the
evacuated beam tubes; the tube are_ times the extremes of atmospheric pressure
amount to force variations of a f._ pounds on the metrology structure. Both
this and the gravitational load displacement were calculated from
finite-element models of the proposed design.
The final category of none•chine errors represents the area of divided
responsibility for this example° One is the out-of-roundness of the
diamond-tool nose; the error amplitude represents an accuracy, of measuring the
9.14-Ii _'#
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FIG. 9,14-3 X-axis measuri_ system, Is) pl_un "ii_ and (b) siSe view.
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I bDO1 nonroundneu md progt_ling tbl tool luth _o _ate. T_ r_sini_
e_rors arise from fixturinq distortion and other f_ associsted with• r_tati_ and cutting an unknown _iec_. While t_ estates fo¢ the
/ votkpieoe factors are the largest in the error budget, tl_y are also
_sidsrab2y lal_ar _.hen is pres_t_y _ic_d in di_d turning practice.
Applying nq. (3) _ the Z and Z error mKJnitudes yields the values shown
of about 27 nm (1.1 _in.) far both urns. Since t_e two values are meetly
equal, the te-'_tant error is cgmidirecttc_Ll despite the _aristiou of the
individual Jx_$ components.
It can be noted that the most stringent goal of 13 rm (0.5 Win.) ras
was not achieved. The d_minant factors in the er:oc budget are the final
* grou9 of non-machine factors; the goal oould be reached in the X dirmction if
i all factors in _ group were reduced to _out lO _ (0.4 _in). Bowever,
the goal could not be reached in the Z direction even if LU of the no_achine
I factors were zero; further Eeductlon in the spindle growth and the workpiece
I thermal boundary layer (e.g. by operating at very i_ spindle rpm) would be
I necesse: y.
As a final observation, it should be noted _hat several error souroes
I
! were exclud_ from Table 9.14-2, a_ shown in Table 9.14-3. The first two are
I axis-alignment errors that are angles rather then displace_ts and hence
dependent on the radial width of the woEkplece surface of interest. The
second two can be k_n to cause a curvature error For optical oompo_ents|
! these errors were judged worthy _f special treatment; in a more general case
they would be included in Table 9.14-2.
I _BLE 9.14-3 Special figure error- :
F_ _ce l_k_q_ey _mp_ude
CCRCLUSIONS AND RECDMM_2_DATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK
An error budget for machine tool accuracy subdivides the overall p_oblem
into a number of smaller steps, the_'eby providing a more systematic approach
as w_ll as a greater degree of scrutiny of the various details.
Tb_ example cited in this paper is clearly esoteric: a valuable step
would be the development of a checklist of error sources for more common
levels of accuracy.
Implicit in the discussion of errors is an ass,led ability to measure
them; hence a given firm interested ir designing to increased accuracy may
have to begin by improving t_eir capability in machine tool metrology.
The development presented herein assu_es an rms combinational rule as
suitable. This we-k could be extended toward applications concerned with the
worst p_ak-to-valley error by presenting a method _or calculating the
probability of reaching increasingly larger fractions of the maximum amplitude.
Ar_ther possible extension of the error-b_dget concept is to aid _n the
writing of specifications between buyer and seller for the. acquisitir.n of
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: nd_hine too!s, a typical position takes by the _ye: i8 t: requite that t_e
sellar provide a nac_Lne tool capable of producing one _ mo:t vorkpiecH
wLthin the _olarances of the vo_kpilct drawing, placinq _ full burder, of
r:g. 9.14-1 _. the s#llar. _ .... ._1 _.. _.... _ .,.._,_mu"....... _,_ _g_ue 1=0 a
_rf_ancm specification _hat sets l_tt.t on _rors _f cat.gory and
dlroctlon, ne_¢e_ the center of Fig. 9.14-I (_ositlo_Ing &ccu_acy,
mt:a/ghtness, squazemess, etc.). Through an mlSersuandl_g of what accuracy is
required foc his particu_ clams of _kpt_:ts, and apSt_le.atLon of the
e:ror-_get ai_roach to the sellar's _f_mct s_4clfLcatL_ns, _t should be
possible f_ tb_ buye: to connect the ttm vietm quantitatively. This approach
sho_t_.,_al_o allow I rational c_il_ofl b@tt_n t_ _f_l_l_ specifications
of c=mpettng eel/ere.
It should be emphasize_ that slgnifi_mt reductions In the re_ulrem_ts
for aachin@ tool ac_z_acy c_ arise fr_ ex_mining the g_metry of the class
of workpieces to be machineS, lq_ example, in machinLng optical oo_x_ents
(such as parabolic mirrors), two factors are significant. First, the
sensitivity to e:tors in the radial (X) direction is proportlona_ to the
"speed" of the optic, and Is sn ordez of magnltud_ ma_le: than th_ axial (Z)
sensitivity at the outer odqe of a moderately fa_t f/2.5 optic. _n_ly, a
n_mber of Sources lead to Z er_ors that var_ linearly w_th X (sptnd__
squareness to X, _ lt_ error in positioning, ra_ial toolsett_ng error (to
first order), the linear portion of axial spind%e growth _rlt_ time (if
_,_tant r_ and f_drate are used)). For optical c_ments, the effect of
linear error terms can be significantly reduced by select_r_j another best-fit
curvature and making a mall _:_pensatin_ a_Just_t in the avlal mounting
position. Since t/_ c_erclallzatlon of machined optics in the _.n_rared
regi_ is underway, a study which quantifies _h_se Educed error s_nsltlvitien
f_E optical workpieces vould be valuable.
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